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Abstract
The potential of using data warehouses to support decision-making processes has attracted
many researchers to propose various data models and methods to produce high performance
data warehouse systems. It is a long and expensive process to develop a data warehouse sys-

tem. The user requirements and the data warehouse design must be specified properly. To
design a good data warehouse requires a solid understanding of the fundamental principles

in database systems

as the underlying technology

that implements the data warehouse.

This thesis provides a formal foundation for data warehouse system design by identifying and formalising the main concepts of database systems related to data warehouses. The

foundation consists of three main sections: a requirements specification, a formal model,
and validation of web-based data warehouses. The specification is written in the Z spec-

ification language, and has been type checked using ZfEYES. Type checking guarantees
the correctness of types and syntax used in the specification. Furthermore, rigorous proofs
are presented to show that the specifrcation has captured desired properties of the system
correctly.
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Introduction
The tremendous development of Internet technology has attracted many companies to deploy their applications online. An online application provides flexible worldwide access for
the users. Users are no longer limited by geographical locations or office hours to access the
company's services.

The trend to deploy applications on the Internet can be applied to data warehouses as

well. As part of decision support systems, data warehouses play important roles in many
companies. This research focuses on a formal specification of web-based data warehouses.

In this chapter, I present the benefits of a web-based data warehouse, problems in data
warehousing, and the scope of this research.

1.1

Motivation

Data warehousing is a relatively new research area in database systems. The use of data
warehouses as decision support systems requiles a new design approach. The structure of
a data warehouse is different from the structure of a database that is used for transactional
processing. While a transactional database is optimized to run a business, a data warehouse

is built for analysing business activities and spotting trends.

A data warehouse enables business analysts to explore the historical data of a company

to find certain patterns that are beneficial for the business. For example, by knowing

1.
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customers' buying behaviours, a manager can plan a marketing strategy that fits with
those behaviours, thereby delivering products to the right customers at the

righi time.

The advantages ofhaving a data warehouse can be expanded by providing easy access for
the users.

to

It

access a

is not uncommon for managers to travel for business negotiations. The ability

data warehouse remotely can increase the use of the data warehouse. While on

business trips, managers can

still perform various analyses to support their

decisions.

Fortunately, the Internet has provided the infrastructure for deploying data warehouses

online. The World Wide Web (web) has evolved from simple text and graphics applications

to complex e-commerce and database applications. By using existing technologies for webdatabase access) we can deploy data warehouses on the web.

A

web-based data warehouse offers many advantages; users only need a web browser

to access the data

warehouse, any changes

in the data

warehouse system are transparent

to the users, and the network infrastructure exists widely. In addition, due to the web's
popularity, a web-based data warehouse is benefits from the users' familiarity with the web
interface. Internet users already know how to use a web browser.
However, a web-based data warehouse has its own limitations and is more prone to
unauthorized access. Security is one of the main concerns in developing Internet applica-

tions. Furthermore, Internet connections are unreliable. These issues must be addressed
properly in designing and implementing a web-based data warehouse system.
By considering the importance of information in the business world, we can categorize a
web-based data warehouse as a business-critical system.

A web-based data war-ehouse has

potential to give significant improvements to a company's revenue. Therefore, we should
not use an ad hoc approach to develop the system.

I.2

Problem Definition

In the highly competitive

business world,

it is crucial for a company to have a high quality

information system. Well-informed decisions can increase the effectiveness of a marketing

or promotion strategy, as well as strategic and tactical policies. Unfortunaiely, valuable

Cneprpn
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information is usually buried under a vast amount of data.
Operational data is an excellent data source for a decision-support system.

It

contains

detailed transactions that have occurred in a company. Based on such data, various analyses
can be performed to find hidden patterns that are important for the company.

Operational data has various forms and structures. Different subsystems in a company
may use different DBMSs (Database Management Systems). A department may store its

data as spreadsheets while another department may use a DBMS to manage its data. In
addition, operational data may have evolved from its original design to cope with changing
business requirements. These issues lead

to the conclusion that we cannot

use operational

data directly for business-critical queries and analyses. The operational data must be extracted, organized and integrated into one consistent database, which is now known as a
"data warehouse". This need for separation between operational data and data warehouse
(informational data) is also identified in [14].

Building a web-based data warehouse is a complex process. End-users of a data warehouse are mostly business analysts who understand the business process well

but may have

limited knowledge about information technology. On the other hand, data warehouse
velopers may be experts regarding technical details but have

de-

little knowledge about the

business process. Therefore, experts from both sides must collaborate

to design and

de-

velop a data warehouse system.
Requirements gathering is a critical stage in data warehouse development.
designers and end-users must communicate

Ai this

stage,

to find out the requirements for the system.

Any problems that may arise at this stage must be resolved properly. Expectations and
limitations of tlie system must be stated clearly to avoid rejection of the final product.
Unfortunately, end-users usually only have vague requirements in the early phases of the
development life cycle.

It

is common that a requirements specification of a system evolves

along with the development process.
End-usels must validate the ongoing specification regularly. This validation is important

to avoid misunderstanding between developers and end-users. Natural language, solely,

is

insufficient to specify requirements for a complex system unambiguously. The use of natural

Cseprnn
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language leads

to ambiguity. The design should be accompanied with diagrams

and/or-

formal notations to prevent this possibility of ambiguity. The focus, however, should not
merely be on the formal notations or diagrams used, but rather the use of these methods
should supplement the communication among the developers.

By looking at the scope and development process of a data warehouse, we can see that to
develop a data warehouse is a long-term and critical project. People from multidisciplinary
areas are involved

in a data warehouse development. Fundamental principles in data ware-

housing, database systems) and software engineering need to be identified and integrated in

a data warehouse design.

To design and implement a data warehouse properly, developers must have a solid
understanding of the system. During the design stage, the system must be presented at an

appropriate level of abstraction, so the developers are able to find the essential properties
of the system without being buried under implementation details. The need for an abstract
model is where a formal specification fits in the development life cycle. To write a formal
specification, it is necessary for the designers to abstract and think clearly about the system.

This way of thinking promotes a better design, which is crucial in a long-term, critical
project such as data warehousing.
Even though formal methods offer many advantages, they have limitations as well. For
example,

it

is hard to model user interfaces using formal methods. This suggests combining

the use of formal methods with other software engineering methods. In this thesis,

I

use

Z [39] and UML [B] to specify web-based data warehouses. The Z specification provides

a

formal model of the system, while the UML diagrams describe the system visually. Such
visual modelÌing can give intuition to the readers about the system specified.
Many aspects of a data warehouse design depend on the application domain. A data
warehouse for an insurance company is different from a data warehouse for a retail company,

however, the underlying design principles are similar. To

I

limii the

discussion in this thesis,

focus on the general/fundamental concepts of web-based data walehouses. The following

three main topics are discussed:

1. Requirements for web-based data warehouses.

CH¿prpR
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A requirements specification describes properties that are necessary in a system. The
requirements gathering process is considered one of the most challenging parts in the
software development life cycle [34]. This section tries to identify and summarize the
general requirements for web-based data warehouses.

2. Formal specification of web-based data warehouses.
This section presents a formal specification of web-based data warehouses. The focus

is to abstract and identify the fundamental aspects of the system. Specifically, I
specify the following concepts: data warehouse schema, partitioning, aggregation,
data marting, metadata, and basic functionalities of web-based data warehouses.

3. Validation and error checking of the specification.
To ensure that the specifrcation is error free, I perform type and domain checking using

Z-EVES [29]. Type checking guarantees the correctness of syntax and types used in
the specification. Domain checking ensures that the specification is meaningful [37].

In addition to

these mechanical checks,

I

provide rigorous mathematical proofs of

some critical properties of the system.

This thesis is not intended to provide a complete review of data warehouses, however, I

try to identify and present the main

1.3

ideas of each data warehouse component discussed.

Preview of Contributions

This thesis contributes to several aspects of research in data warehouses.

It

formalises the

concepts of data warehouses and models basic functionalities of web-based data warehouses.

The fundamental principles in data warehousing, database systems, and software engineering are identified and integrated in the specification. I expect that the combination of formal
notations and visual modeling will result in a rigorous, yet understandable, specification for

data warehouses.

Cueprpn
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Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information

and a literature review. Chapter 3 presents the basic requirements for web-based data
warehouses and provides

a formal model of ihe system. Chapter 4 describes the error

checking procedures used and provides rigorous proofs to validate the speciflcation. Finally,

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and suggests some directions for future work.

Chapter

2

Background and Related Work
2.L An Overview of Data \Marehouses
A data warehouse is a repository of integrated data from various heterogeneous data sources

[40]. The generic, high level architecture for a data

warehouse is shown

in Figure 2.1.

Operational data, which is the source for a data warehouse, is extracted, cleaned, integrated,
and loaded into the data warehouse. Due to the complexity of a data warehouse, information

about the data and the warehousing process must be captured as metadata. The integrated

data is then used by end-users to support decision-making processes.
The main purpose of a data warehouse is to provide better resources for decision support

systems. Top managers usually require an overall view of a company. An overall view
involves data from different departments

Operational
Data

in the company. Without a warehousing

process,

Informational
Data

rO

kvi-J

( eu.ri"* I I
\-

ena

Figure 2.1: The generic architecture of a data warehouse
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|
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accessing data directly from the departments may result

in inconsistent information.

example, a business term used in a department may have different meaning

For

in another

department. This kind of discrepancy must be resolved during the warehousing process.

2.2

Fundamental Concepts of Data \Marehouses

2.2.1 Data Warehouse

Schema

The core of a data warehouse is the data warehouse schema. A data warehouse schema is
a structure that describes the organisation of data for decision support analyses.
Designing a data warehouse schema is a non-trivial task. Due to the large volume of a

data warehouse, restructuring the schema after the data warehouse is implemented is very
costly.

It

may be as expensive as building a new data warehouse. Thus, a data warehouse

schema must be designed properly from the beginning.
One of the main requirements for a data warehouse schema is the flexibility to support

On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP). This requirement is critical due to the constantly
evolving business and user requirements. Since business and user requirements are only

partially known at the design stage,

it

is impossible to predict all queries that may

be

submitted by users in advance.
To cope with unpredictable use'- requirements, a data warehouse should not be designed
based on specific query requirements [4]. Instead, a data warehouse should be designed to

support arbitrary decision-making processes.
Decision-makers usually need to analyse a signifrcant fact from multiple dimensions.
Common OLAP operations in decision support systems are to "slice", "dice", "drill-down",

and "roll-up". To slice is to select a subset of data in a data warehouse (e.g., selecting
sales data

in certain cities). To dice is to analyse data from different dimensions.

For

example, a marketing manager may be inter-ested in analysing a sales report over a celtain
period of time and store locations. The manager may also want to know what the favourite

ploducts in different stores are. Thus, the manager needs to create another sales report over
store locations and product types. To dr-ill-down is to produce a more-detailed report. For

CHaprnR
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example, after creating an annual sales report, a manager can examine the report further

by drilling down the annual sales into quarter sales. Conversely, to roll-up is to produce a
less-detailed report.

The data warehouse research community has identified and proposed database schemas

that are suitable for supporting OLAP applications. The "star" model and

"snowflake"

model are two basic models for a data warehouse schema [5]. These schemas are based on

the relational data model, and have characteristics that are suitable for answering multidimensional queries.

In a star schema, a fact table is placed in the centre, surrounded by iis dimensions (Fig-

we2.2). Fact tables contain numerical data (measures) that record past data transactions;
hence the data tend to be consistent. For example, how many product items that a customer

bought, how much the products were, how much the total transaction was, etc. Dimension
tables contain information that describes data in fact tables. For example, what kind of
products that a customer bought, when and where the customer bought the products, etc.
This structure allows business analysts to examine and construct views from various dimen-

sions. The reference information is more dynamic. However, because of the star schema
structure, the reference information can evolve and be updated without restructuring the
whole data warehouse schema.

The snowflake schema has a similar structure to the star schema.

It

has a fact iable in

the centre, and a set of dimension and sub-dimension tables (Figure 2.3). Sub-dimension
tables are produced by normalizing dimension tables.

Data modeling is an active research area. Much research has been done which proposes
data models that are suitable for data warehouse/OlAP applications. Agrawal, et al.
propose a hypercube-based data model and a set of minimal algebraic operations

that

12)

are

suitable for multidimensional queries. The model treats measures and dimensions symmet-

rically. Thus, operators on dimensions can be applied on measures as well, for example,
using a measure to categorize data. Furthermore, the operators are kept close to relational
algebra to make them translatable

Li and Wang [28]

to SQL.

present a formal model of multidimensional data and develop a query

CHaprBn
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Product Dimension
product_key
name

colour
size

section
department

Time Dimension
date

Store Dimension
sales_key

store_key

product_key
store_key

address

date

city

quantity
price

province

name

::""'o

week
month
quarter
yeaf

holiday flag

Figure 2.2: An example of a star schema

Product Dimension

Time Dimension
date
rveek

month
quarter
year

Figure 2.3: An example of a snowflake schema
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that is flexible in expressing OLAP queries. They define

language called groupi,ng algebra

a multidimensional cube as the basic component of their data model. The cube consists
of a set of dimension tables where each combination of tuples fiom the dimensions has an
associated data values.
To simplify data manipulation in multidimensional databases, Gyssens and Lakshmanan
[20] separate structural aspects from the contents of their multidimensional database model.

They show that data cube operators can be expressed in a simple way as the result of the
structural and content separation. They also develop an algebra and its equivalent calculus
for multidimensional databases.
These multidimensional models have recently emerged because the traditional relational

model is generally inadequate to support OLAP queries efficiently 120,28,33]. The multidimensional models store highly summarized data in arrays [25]. The use of arrays avoids
complex joins

that

decrease query performance

in the relational model. However, the mul-

tidimensional models are less flexible than the relational model. Whenever the dimensional

structure changes, the multidimensional database must be reorganized completely [25].

Both relational and multidimensional models have their own positions in data warehouses. The relational model is more appropriate for enterprise data warehouses where we

anticipate evolving dimensional structures. The multidimensional models are suitable for
data marts that have specific purposes.

In addition to the theoretical

aspects

of data modeling, Kimbal [26] presents various

sample cases of multidimensional modeling based on real-life scenarios. An in-depth discussion and an estimated size of the data warehouse are given for each model.

2.2.2 Partitioning
To partition is to divide a (usually) large table into several tables. Due to the vast amount of

data in a data warehouse, we need to partition the data based on certain criteria. In data
warehouse systems, partitioning

is inevitable to simplify data management and

increase

query performance. Small tables are more manageable than very large tables. In addition,
small tables usually give better query performance. For example, consider a fact table that

CH¡prpR
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keeps a sales history since 1995.

If

12

we do not partition the table, when a query looks for a

record in 1998, the query may have to scan from 1995's record. The query will be faster,

for example, if the table is partitioned yearly.

Partitioning also enables queries to be processed in parallel. Table partitions can be
located in different nodes. This distributed allocation enables a query to be divided into
sub-queries that run parallel

in these nodes. However, the distributed design must be

examined carefully since there are many essential factors to consider, for example, the
system architecture, the criteria used to partition the data, the allocation strategy, etc.

To guarantee the integrity of the database, there are rules of partitioning that must be
obeyed. These rules are completeness, reconstruct'ion, and disjointness [32). These principles ensure that all data from the original table can be found in a resulting table partition
(completeness); table partitions can be used to construct the original table (reconstruction),
hence preserving any constraints or functional dependencies

in the original table; and data

in table partitions are not overlapped (disjointness). Özsu and Valduriez l32l define a formal
model of simple and minterm predicates in partitioning.
Ezeife [17] proposes an algorithm to select a data warehouse view, and to partition the
view horizontally based on certain beneflt criteria applied to the predicates.
Noaman and Barker [31] propose an algorithm to partition a huge fact relation horizon-

tally. Instead of using predicates defined on only one dimension relation, they

use predicates

defined on all the dimension relations to derive the horizontal fragments. Their approach
produces a set of table partitions that reflects the multidimensional user queries against the

data warehouse.
One dimension that is usually used to partition a data warehouse is time 14,24]. The

partition will be optimal if the users' qÌrery patterns are known. For example, if most
queries access monthly data,

it will be faster if

the data warehouse is partitioned into

monthly segments. Unfortunately, at design time, these patterns are not known completely.
Thus, the initial degree of partitioning should normally be at a moderate level.

Cneprpn
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2.2.3 Aggregation
To aggregate is to summarize data based on certain criteria, e.g. aggregate sales of a product

in a particular city. This operation is important in data

warehouses because business

analysts are more interested in analysing summary data, instead of individual transaction

data. Summary data provides more condensed information about an enterprise. Enterprisewide information is essential to shape the company's strategies; however, detailed data is

still

needed

to anticipate user requirements. For example, there may be

cases when users

want to examine detailed transaction records to find the cause of a business phenomenon.

Data warehouses) as part of decision support systems, should be optimized to support
aggregate queries.

on the

It

takes a considerable amount of time

to

process aggregate queries

fly. If the majority of queries will access summary data, we can increase

query

performance by aggregating the commonly accessed values at an appropriate level [4, 27].

For example, suppose analysts tend to access the total monthly sales at each store or

city frequently. Rather than calculating these values when such queries occur) we can
pre-aggregate the monthly sales

at each store and keep the summary tables in the data

warehouse server. When aggregate queries occur) the data warehouse server does not need

to calculate these aggregate values from the base tables, but it can use the pre-aggregated
data in the summary tables. To achieve improved query performance, the pre-aggregated
tables must be adjusted/restructured when the query profiles change.
Some research has been done

al.

ll

to try to speed up aggregation operations. Agarwal,

et

propose two optimized algorithms based on the sort-based and hash-based grouping

methods for computing the CUBE operator. Gupta, et aI.

ll9l

developed an algorithm that

exploits the use of pre-existing materialised views (summary tables) to answer aggregate
queries. Generally, better optimization of aggregate queries will have a significant impact
on the overall performance of a data warehouse [19].

There are various factors to consider in aggregating data. The factors vary from determining which data to aggregate to deciding the level of aggregation. These factors are
application dependent, because they depend on user query profiles. Thus, I will noi discuss

them in the specification. Instead, I model aggregate functions based on standard SQL

as

Cneprpn
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in [11, 72,16].

2.2.4 Data Marting
Organizations usually have different sub-systems/departments based on particular func-

tionality. For example, a marketing department is responsible for planning and promoting
products; a production department is responsible for producing products.

An enterprise data warehouse integrates various data from many different departments
in the company. However, applications in each sub-system will mostly access data related to
the sub-system. We can take advantage of this characteristic by dividing a data warehouse

into "data marts" that contain only specific data needed by each sub-system. Since data
marts are much smaller than an enterprise data warehouse, it is expected that data marting
can result in better average-case query performance for the system.

The main problem in data marting is to decide what criteria to use to divide the enterprise data warehouse. The category must be chosen properly to minimize the risk of having

to rebuild the data marts. The risk comes from the possibility of structural changes in the
organization. For example, a branch office might have been responsible for sales in cities

A, B, and C, but when the company changes its organizational structure, the branch office
becomes responsible for sales in cities A and B only.

If the enterprise data was divided

based

on the city allocation to branch offi.ces, the data marts would then have to be reorganized.

Data marting must ensure consistency of the data. Data in data marts must be consistent with data in the enterprise data warehouse; otherwise, the quality of information in

the data warehouse will decline. Due to maintenance issues, building a data mart is not
mandatory 14,271. The decision to mart an enterprise data warehouse should be supported
by a good, relatively stable organizational structure of the enterprise.

2.2.5 Metadata
Metadata has significant roles in data warehouses.

It

contains data warehouse schemas,

and information about the warehousing process that is essential for warehouse use and
rnaintenance. DBMSs use metadata to apply various constraints defined in the database
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to locate data when processing queries.

From an end-user perspective, metadata is analogous to a library catalogue [18]. While

a library catalogue helps people find particular books and their locations in the library,
metadata provides important information that helps users use the data warehouse effectively.
We can categorize metadata into two groups: technical and business metadata [23]. Both

have significant roles in data warehouse systems. Technical metadata facilitates warehouse

administrators' maintenance of the data warehouse. Business metadata assists end-users to
understand the meaning of informational objects in the warehouse.
Technical metadata refers to all information related to data warehouse design and im-

plementation. This includes information about data transformation and loading, data management, and query generation l4]. Information about data sources and the way they were

integrated is needed, especially ifthe gap between the data sources and the data warehouse

is big. The "gap" between the sources and the data warehouse is big if their structures
are so different, lots of inconsistent data exist in the sources, and the transformation func-

tions that are applied to the data sources are complex. Data management involves complex
database structures, data marting, and partitioning and aggregation schemas. Query in-

formation is captured to recognize users' query profiIes. By knowing such profiles, some
adjustments can be made to increase system performance.

It

is not uncommon for a data warehouse to employ various tools from different vendors.

Due to the lack of a metadata standard, different tools may use different formats and
terms to describe the same object. This makes the metadata integration process difficult.

To resolve this integration problem, several industry vendors have attempted to define

a

standard for metadata management [23].

Stöhr, eú a/. [30] introduced a metadata model that integrates both technical and
semantic (or business) aspects. They use UML to represent their model.
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2.2.6 Requirements Specification
The requirements gathering process is a crucial stage in the software development life cycle.

At this stage,

designers

try to identify all requirements for the product. This process will

result in a requirements specification.
A requirements speciflcation is a document that describes the intended functionality and
qualities of a product. In this document, designers should focus on what the product will
do instead of how to implement the needed functionality. In other words, the specification
should be abstract and technology independent to enable requirements reuse in the future
[36]. A requirements specifrcation is the base used by developers to build a product; hence

it

is very important and must be prepared properly.

A requirements specification can be categorized into two sections. The first

section,

functional requirements, defines a list of functionality that a product should possess. The
second section) non-functional requirements, specifies the quality of the functionality. For

example, how fast the system will process a query, or how secure the system will be.

2.3

Architecture of Web-Based Data Warehouses

This section presents an architecture for web-based data warehouses. The architecture is
based on the three-tier client/server architecture. The three-tier architecture was proposed

to resolve the limitations of classical two-tier client/server architectures. To give

more

background information, an overview of file-based systems and two-tier architectures are
discussed.

In frle-based systems, each application maintains its own data. If an application is run
on multiple machines,

it

is hard to guarantee the consistency of the data. The two-tier

architecture was proposed to solve inconsistency problems that arise in file-based systems.

In the two-tier architecture, data and application logic are separated in different

layers.

Application logic resides on client computers, while data is centralized in a database server.
While the two-tier architecture partially resolves the inconsistency problems in file-based
systems, the system requires clients to run an application pr-ogram

that

accesses

data in a
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Application
Server

Figure 2.4: The three-tier client/server architecture
database server. This application program must be insialled on all clients.

If the application

program changes, then all clients have to upgrade their programs. This requirement makes

the client machines difficult to administer.

To resolve the problems in the two-tier architecture, the three-tier architecture

was

introduced. The three-tier architecture separates application logic from the client and adds

it

as another layer (Figure

¡ Client:

2.4). This architecture is suitable for web-based data warehouses.

In the three-tier client/server architecture, application logic does not reside on

the clients' computers. The application logic is located in a separate layer. Therefore,

a client only needs a web browser that provides the user interface to the system.
Basically, a client uses a web browser to send requests and to display results from the

application server.

o Application server: Instead of putting the application programs on the clients,
the three-tier architecture adds a new layer called an application server. The server
provides application programs that can communicate with web browsers on the client

sites and the data warehouse server on the back-end. Thus, an application server
has to transform inputs from clients to a language that can be understood by the
data warehouse server. As well, after receiving query results from the data warehouse
server, the application server must generate

HTML documents to be sent back to the

clients. The implementation of an application server can actually consist of several
layers (e.g. see Figure 2.5).

¡ Data warehouse server: A data warehouse server stores and maintains data. By
separating the application server from the data warehouse server, the data warehouse
server can optimize its resources for processing queries; hence

it

is able to deliver good
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Figure 2.5: Architecture for web-based data warehouses (adapted from [32])
performance that is critical in web-based data warehouse systems. An application
server and a data warehouse server can also reside on the same computer. This
avoids data transmission overhead. However, the server must have enough computer
resources to serve as an application and data warehouse server efficiently.

Figure 2.5 shows a basic architecture for web-based data warehouses. A web browser
sends a URL and an
passes the

input query to a web server using the HTTP protocol. The web server

input query to a database gateway that translates the input into SQL, and sends

the SQL query to a data warehouse server. After processing the query, the data warehouse
server sends the resulting tuples to the database gateway that transforms the tuples into

an HTML document. The web server receives the query results in the form of an HTML
document and sends the document back to the web browser.

Interaction between clients and servers using the HTTP communication protocol
stateless

(i.e. a web server

does

is

not maintain a client's state between requests.). This

also means, the web server does not recognise when multiple requests come from the same

authorized client. This stateless interaction poses a problem in web-based data warehouse
systems. A data warehouse server must authenticate clients for security reasons. With ihe
stateless interaction, the system must have a mechanism to track a client between requests.

As long as the requests come from an authorized user, the server must allow the user to
access

the data warehouse without repeating the authentication procedure.

Examples of user tracking mechanisms are the use of cookies and session objects. Cookies

are small pieces of information that are originally sent by a web server to a web browser,

and returned unchanged to the web server every time the browser visits the same web
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site or domain [21]. A cookie contains specific information about a client, for example,

a user name and a password. This information can be used by a web server to track
the client between requests. However, some users choose to disable cookies because of
privacy concerns. Thus, alternative mechanisms must be used. Session objects are one
such alternative. The HttpSession API in servlets provides a high-level interface to a user-

tracking mechanism [21]. A servlet developer only needs to determine what information is
to be stored in a session object. The API, which is built on top of cookies, takes care of the
details of how to implement the tracking mechanism.

2.4 Formal Methods
Formal methods are techniques for specifying a system using formal notations. The notations used in formal methods are usually based on logic and mathematical notations. Logic
and mathematical concepts are universal and have been developed for centuries and thus
they have well defined structures and semantics. In addition, mathematical notations are
provable. Properties of a system that are specified formally can be validated using various

proof techniques in mathematics.

A formal specification is an abstraction of a system. A formal model hides implementation details by capturing only the essential properties of a system. A formal model specifies
what a system should be rather than how
use formal methods

in the early

phases

it

should be

built. Thus, it is appropriate

to

of the software development life cycle. Formal

models should always be accompanied with explanatory text/diagrams and be developed
using well-defined software development methods [6]. Formal methods are complements to,

rathel than replacements for, existing software development techniques.

2.4.1 The Benefits
Formal methods are mostly used in safety-critical system developments, because they can
reduce the veriflcation and validation costs that are crucial in such systems [38]. Formal
methods have characteristics that make them suitable for critical systems development:
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Rigorous specification of systems.

To formally specify a system, developers must have a good understanding of the
system. This means that the developers have to spend more time in requirements
analysis and design [6]. A good understanding leads to a good design. A good design

is the foundation for a good frnal product.

Errors can be caught early.
Because formal methods use mathematical notations, desired properties of the sys-

tem specifred can be validated formally or rigorously. The process of proving a system's properties helps to reveal errors in the specification. Therefore, errors in a
model/design can be caught early at the specifrcation stage, instead of later during
the development stage.

¡

Reduce verification, validation, and maintenance costs.

A formal design process, if done properly, can detect and eliminate errors early. Thus,
during the verification and validation stages, fewer errors will be found. Furthermore,
products with fewer errors will incur less maintenance costs in the long run.

¡

Increase the quality of products.

A formal specification is aimed at avoiding any ambiguities that may arise by the

use

of a natural language alone. By reading an unambiguous specifi.cation, developers are
able to interpret the specification consistently. This certainty facilitates building ihe
system properly. In addition, a formal model can be used to validate the design to the
users.

A list of examples of successful software projects using formal methods can

be

found in [38]. In those projects, fewer errors are repoïted as a result of using formal
methods.
Even though the popularity of folmal methods is currently limited to life-critical system

developrnent, we can essentially adopt the techniques for use

in other software project

development. To adopt a formal method does not necessarily mean to use the method in

the whole development process. Formal methods can be used partially at certain stages
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life-critical systems, especially those that

may be beneficial to employ a formal method during the

specification stage. This is to prevent the developers from implementing a system before
having a clear concept of the system.

2.4.2 The Limitations
Although formal methods offer many benefits, the software industry is still reluctant to
adopt formal methods in the software development life cycle. Using a formal method does
take more time and cost more, so industries consider employing formal methods to not be
cost-effective.

There are a number of additional reasons that inhibit industries from accepting and
using formal methods widely:

o

Successful software development methods [38].

Software development methodsl have evolved and successfully improved software qual-

ity. Examples include the waterfall model through to the object-oriented development
methods. Peters and Pedrycz [34] provide an extensive literature review of various
software development life cycle models.

o

Increased costs at the specification stage.

To specify a formal model requires more time and resources. Designers must have
proper training in the use of formal methods. These requirements make formal methods harder to

justify in time-to-market software industries.

o Limited applicability to modeling

user interfaces [38].

User interfaces are very important components in most software systems. The lack of

ability to model user interfaces using formal methods makes industry hesitant to

use

formal methods.
tThese methods refer to those that do not emphasize
the use of mathematìcal notations in specifying a
system.
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An Example of a Formal Specification Language

Zis a formal specification

that has well-defined syntax and semantics. It is based

language

on mature mathematical concepts and is in the process of international standardization.
Hence, Z specifications enjoy the advantage

of "universal" syntax and semantics. Using

Z,

we can combine formaÌ notations and natural language to specify a system. This combina-

tion makes the specification rigorous yet understandable.
Using Z, a schema2 is constructed to specify the structure of a system and its properties.

The schema notation is one of the distinguishing features of Z l3l.

It

enables one

to deal

with the complexities of a system by abstracting and decomposing the system into small
manageable modules.

There are extensive resources on Z (see [41]) that facilitate learning the process of using

Z. Hints describing the process of writing a Z specifrcation using a case study are also
available [9]. In addition, there exist various tools to checkZ specifications ([a1]).
Besides the available support tools and the elegant features of Z, the rationale of choosing

Z as the specification language in this thesis are: (i) the similar foundation of Z and the
relational database model (i.e. set theory), and (ii) the experience gained by the author
when doing preliminary work in data warehouses [15].

In the specifications developed, I

use the following conventions:

o ?: an input variable
o !: an output variable

. 'i

a post-operation state

o E: no state
o A:

change

exists state change

I illustrate the conventions used with the following examples. Please refer to Appendix
A for the description of Z notations

used.

2There is a possible ambiguity in
the use of term "schema" that can refer to a Z schema or a database
schema. Therefore, I rvill use the term "Z schema" every time I refer to a Z schema; unless there is no
possible vagueness.
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STRING is defined as a basic type. MESSAGE is a type used to report the result of
an operation.

lsrRrNGl
MESSAGE

::: Success I Found I Fai,l

Student is a schema that consists of a student number and a name.

Student

= lstudentlD : STRING;

narne i STRINGI

MAX is defined as a constant value, to denote the maximum number of students in
class. Constants and functions

inZ

are represented by the same

a

notation, i.e. the axiomatic

definition. Once a constant or a function is defined, we can use the definition throughout
the specification.

M,4X : N1

MAX

:50

Cl¿ss consists of a frnite set of students, where the number of students is less than or

equal to the predefined vahrc MAX.
Class

allStudents

:

ffallStudents

Student

MAX

AddStudent defines an operation to add a new student to the class. The A,Class indicates

tlrat the

Ad,d,Student operation changes

the C/ass's state. The newstudent? indicates

an

input variable. The resultl indicates an output variable. The pre-conditions of this operation
are tlrat newStudent? is not an existing student, and the number of students in the class

is less than MAX. If these pre-conditions are satisfied, then the operation adds the new
student to the class. The predicate allstudents'

:

allstudents U {newstudenú?} states

tlrat the allStudents after the operation (') consists of the union of allstudenús before the
operation and the newStudent?.
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AddStudent
A,CIass

newStudent? : Stud,ent
resultl. : MESSAGE
newStudent?

(

allStudents

frallStudents < MAX
allStudents'

resultl:

:

allStudents lJ {newstudentT}

Success

SearchStudent is an operation to search for a student based on an input name.
SearchStuden,t

name? : STRING

resultl: MESSAGE

3s:

Studenú | s

result!

:

€ allStudents. s.nan'Le:

name?

Found,

The EClass indicates that the SearchStudent operation does not change the Class's
state.

Chapter 3

Specification of Data \Marehouse
Components
This chapter presents a formal specification of the data warehouse components discussed in
Chapter 2. I discuss the general requirements followed by a formal model of each component.
Several UML diagrams are provided as supplements for better understanding of the formal
morlel.

3.1 Data Warehouse
3.1.1

Schema

Requirements

The following characteristics are desirable of a data warehouse schema:

o Flexible to cope with the changing business and user requirements.
Business and usel requirements are dynamic over time and therefore are not fully

known during the design stage. To avoid costs of restructuring a data warehouse
schema, the schema must be adaptable and flexible enough to answer ad hoc queries.

Specifically, the schema must be effective in answering the multidimensional queries

that are iypical in decision support

.

systems.

Support classical OLAP operations, such as roll-up, drill-down, slice, and dice.

25
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Business analysts need

to view a subset of data from various

levels

of aggregaiion.

Highly summarized information is needed to observe the overall performance of

a

company. More detailed data may be required for further analyses of ihe aggregated

information. Thus, a data warehouse schema must enable users to perform OLAP
operations effectively.

¡

Ensure data consistency in the data warehouse.

A data

warehouse is populated from heterogeneous data sources. The data sources

may have different forms and structures. These inconsistencies must be resolved
before the data is loaded into the data warehouse. Thus, the selection of attributes
(e.g. primary key) in the data warehouse schema must take into account the structure

of data sources.

3.L.2 Specification
This section provides an abstract description of the star and snowflake schema. The specifications are based on the relational data model [10]. I start the specifications by introducing

the following user defined types.

IATTRIBUTE, DOMATN]

ATTRIBUTE is used to represent an attribute of an entity. Every attribute is defined
on a certain domain. DOMAIN specifies the data type of an attribute.

VALUE is used to denote a value of an attribute. Semantically, a value could have a type
of integer, real, string, etc. However, I deflne VALtIE as numeric just for the specification's

type checking purpose.
VALUE

::

Z

A relation schema (intension) defines the structure of a relation (extension). RELSCHEMA
is modelled as a partial function from ATTRIBUTE to DOMAIN.

RELSCHEMA:: ATTRIBUTE -+ DOMAIN
For example, a relation schema Ernployee consists of {(EmpNo, INTEGER), (FirstName,

STRING), (LastName, STRING), (Job, STRING)\. The pair (EmpNo, INTEGER) de-
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that the attribute EmpNo is defined on the domain INTEGER.

clares

TUPLE represents an instance of a relation schema. TUPLE is modelled as a partial
function from ATTRIBUTE

Io

VALUE.

TUPLE:: ATTRIBUTE -+ VALUE
For example, a tuple f , which is an instance of the relation schema Employee, may consist of

{(EmpNo, 6457081), (Fi,rstName, "John"), (LastName, "Stone"), (Job, "Programmer")}.

In the literature,

sometimes the domains

in a relation schema and the attributes in

a

tuple are not written. However, in this thesis I choose to specify them explicitly.

I provide the following function signature to capture properties of a relation. typeof
a function that takes a value and returns the value's type (the domain). For example,

if

is

we

call typeof ("Programmer"), then the function returns STRING.

I

I

typeof

: VALUE -+ DOMAIN

Using the defrnitions above, a relation (extension) can be abstracted as follows.
Relation
columns: RELSCHEMA
rows i F TUPLE
columns
Y

€FIATTRIBUTE x DOMATN)

a: ATTRIBUTE; tup: rows I a e dom columns o
domtuP: dom columns A typeof (tup(a)) : columns(a)

A relation consists of a relation schema and a set of tuples. If we represent a relation as a
table, then the relation schema is the heading that forms the columns, while the tuples are
the rows of the table. The relation schema determines the structure of the tuples. The value

for each attribute in every tuple must conform to the domain of the attribute that is defined
on the relation schema. The predicate columns €

lF,

(ATTRIBUTE x DOMAII{) is used

to emphasize that the relation schema consists of a non-empty fini,te set of (ATTRIBUTE,

DOMAIN) pairs. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a relation with its structure explicitly
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columns:
{(EmpNo, INTEGER), (FirstNarne, STRING), (LastName, STRING), (Job, STRING)}
rows:
{ {(EmpNo, 1), (FirstName, "Mary"), (LastNatne, "Stone"), (Job, "Programmer")},
{(EmpNo, 2), (FirstName, "Peter"), (LastNarne, "Pan"), (Job, "Analyst")},
{(EmpNo, 3), (FirstNarne, "John"), (LastName, "H,i,ll"), (Job, "Programmer")},
{(ErnpNo, l, (Fi,rstNarne, "Susan"), (LastNan'Le, "Grey"), (Job, "Admin,istrator")} }
Figure 3.1: A relation Employee

statedl. Table 3.1 illustrates an equivaÌent relation Employee in a table format.
Table 3.1: Employee

EmpNo FirstName LastName Job

1
2

Mary
Peter

Pan

John

Hiil

Susan

Grey

Stone

Programmer
Analyst
Programmer
Administrator

There are various constraints that can be specifled in a relation schema. These constraints restrict the data that can be stored in the reìation defined on the schema. The
following Z schema captures basic integrity constraints (i.e. domain constraints, key constraints, and entity integrity [16]) in a database schema. The basic integrity constraints
are defined by specifying the attributes and the domains, the primary key, and the set of

attributes that cannot contain null. RecaIl, a primary key must not contain nul/.
RelationSchema
attributes : RELSCHEMA

pri,Key : F, ATTRIBUTE

notNull : F, ATTRIBUTE
priKey C dom attributes
notNull Ç dom attributes
priKey C notNull
Before the star relation and snowflake relation are specifled, the concepts of primary key

and foreign key are introduced. I adopt, with slight modifications, the primary and foreign
tIn the follorving examples, I rvill illustrate

a relation as a table rvithout explicitly sholving the structure.
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key speciflcations presented

in [7].

primaryKey is a relation between a finite set of ATTRIBUTE and Relation, where the
set of attributes is a unique identifier of the tuples in the relation. Suppose a finite set

of attributes key is the primary key of a relation

tupl

:

r.

For all tuples

tupl

and tup2

in r,

tup2 if, and only if, each value of the key attribute(s) in the tuples is identical.

primaryKey : F, ATTRIB UTE

<->

Relation

ATTRIBUTE; r : Relation o
(key,r) € prirnaryKey +
key Ç domr.columns A
(V tup|,tup2 : r.rolls .
tupl : tup2 e (V a : key o tupT(a)

Y key : ET

,À/z// represents an unknown value.

:

tup2(a)))

In this specifrcation, null is introduced

as an integer

with value 0. However, different domains may have different default values for null. Once
again, the reason for this choice is to let the speciflcation pass the type checking.

null

:0

foreignKey is a relationship between (ATTRIBUTE, Relati,on) pairs. Suppose /È and

pk

are attributes

in relation r1 and 12, respectively. If (fk,rl) *+ (pk,r2) is a member

of forei,gnKegr, then /Æ references the primary key
same domain, and

pk.

Thus,

fk

and

pk must have the

for every tuple in r1, the value of /fr is either null or there exists a

corresponding tuple in 12 such ihat the value of pk in the corresponding tuple is identical

with the vahte of fk2.
foreignKey : (ATTRIBUTE x Relati,on) <+ (ATTRIBUTE
V

x

Retation)

fk,pk : ATTRIBUTE; rI,12: Relation o
(fk,rI) ,+ (pk,r2) e foreignKey +
/È e dom rl.columns A
rT.columns(fk) : r2.columns(pk) n
({pk},r2) e primaryKey A
(V tupl : rT.rows o tupl(fk) : null Y
(1tup2: r2.rows t tup2(pk): tupl(fk)))

Recall that a star relation consists of a fact relation and a set of dimension relations
2Tlrese

constraints are knorvn as referential ,integri,ty constraints
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Figure 3.2: Star relation
(Figure 3.2). Every dimension relation has a primary key (pfr) that is referenced by some
foreign key (/fr) in the fact relation. The multiplicity in the UML diagram in Figure 3.2
states that a fact object can be associated with one or more dimension objects.
StarRelati,on

fact: Relation
dims : F, Relati,on

fact Ç di,ms
V

d : di,ms o lpk,fk : ATTRIBUTE c
({pk},d) e pri,maryKey A (fk,fact) r+ (pk,d) e forei,gnKey

The description of a star relation is stored in a star schema.

I

abstract a star schema

as a collection of relation schemas (the faci and dimension schemas) and basic integrity
constraints (the constraints that are specifi.ed in the RelationSchema plus additional refer-

ential integrity constraints) . In fact, a star schema may contain more information, such

as

enterprise or application constraints.
StarSchema
factS chema : RelationS chema
di,mS chemas : F, Relat'i,onS cherna

forKeys : (ATTRIBUTE x Relati,onSchema) <+
(ATTRIB UTE x RelationS chema)
factS chema Ç di.mS chemas

fk : ATTRIBUTE o
ds.priKey A fk e domfactSchema.attril¡utes A
factSchema),+ (pk, ds) € forKeys

Y ds : dimSchemas o 1 pk,

{pk} :
(Jk,

Before being materialized with data, all relations

in a star relation are empty. The

following specification captures the initial condition of a star relation.
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Dirnension

Figure 3.3: Snowflake relation

InitStarRelation
StarRelati,onl
Y

A

r : Relation I r : factt v r e d'imst . r.rows :

snowflake relation has a similar structure

Ø

to the star relation (Figure 3.3). A fact

relation references dimension relations. Furthermore, a dimension relation may reference
sub-dimension relations3. Normalization in dimension relations generally can red.uce the
data storage requirements. However, this reduction is typically not significant since a large

portion of data storage is occupied by the fact relation [5].
Snow.flalteRelation

StarRelation
subdi,ms :

F, Relation

fact Ç subdi,ms A

di,rns

ît

subd,irns

:

Ø

Y sd : subdims e

-pksd,fkd : ATTRIBUTE; d,: d,ims o
({pksd},sd) e prirnaryKey A
(fkd, d) -+ (pksd, sd) e foreignKey

The structure of a snowflake relation is kept in a snowflake schema. Similar to the
star schema above, a snowfl.ake schema is defined as a set of relation schemas and integrity
constraints.
3The notations

*dim and +subdim in Figure

3.3 denote different roles of dimension instances.
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Snowfl,akeScherna

StarScherna
subdimS chemas :

F, Relati,onS chema

factSchema Ç subdirnSchemas

ñ subdi,mSchemas

di,mSchemas

Y sds : subdi,mSchernas

:

Ø

.

lpksd,fkd : ATTRIBUTE; ds : d,imSchemas o
{pksd} : sds.priKey A fkd € dom ds.attributes
(fkd,ds) r+ (pksd,sds) e forKeys

A

The initial state of a snowflake relation is the same as the initial state of a star relation.

It starts with emptv relations.
Init

S n o wfl, ak

e

Relati o n

Snowfl,akeRelat'ionl
V

r

A data

: Relation I r
f .fOWS : Ø

:

factt V r

v r e subdirnst o

e. d,ims'

warehouse schema now can be defined as either the star schema

schema. This schema defines the data warehouse states, which

D W S ch em a
D W Rel ati, o n

3.2

::

: st ar S ch S
: ar R el ((

::

((

st

t

ar S ch em

St

ar R el ati,

a\
o

|

n\

I

call DWÀelation.

ch ((S n owfl, ak e S ch ern a))

sn

owS

|

n o w Rel (( S n o wfi ale e ReI

s

or snowflake

ati o n))

Partitioning

There are several criteria for proper partitioning. This section discusses the correctness
rules for partitioning and integrates the rules into the partitioning specifrcation.

3.2.1 Correctness Rules of Partitioning
The following properties are required for correct partitioning operations [32]:

1. Completeness: There

is no loss of information in the resulting table

partiiions. Each

data item from the original table must be stored in one or more of the resulting table
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Figure 3.4: Two basic partitioning schemas

partitions. A data item refers to a tuple or an attribute depending on the type of
partitioning.
2.

Reconstruction: It must

be possible to reconstruct the original table from resulting

table partitions.
.).

Disjointness: There is no duplication of a data item in table partitions. A tuple that
exists in a table partition must not exist in any other table pariitions. However, in
the case of vertical partitioning, the disjointness property only applies to non-primary
key attributes, since the primary key is typically repeated in table partitions to enable

the reconstruction of the original table.
Another important requirement for partitioning is that table partitions must be transparent to users. Users should only view a data warehouse as one big table. DBMSs are
responsible for maintaining this transparency.

3.2.2 Horizontal and Vertical Partitioning
This section specifies two basic partitioning schemas: horizontal and vertical partitioning
(Figure 3.4). The following additional basic types are introduced for the specification.
IoPERATORI
AT T Ro r VA L : :

:

attr (( AT T R I B U r E )) I u aI (( VA L U E))

OPERATO.B is a set of comparison operators.

It

consists of {<,

{,:,1,>,>}.

A

predicate describes a constraint(s)/criteria used to select a subset of tupies from a relation.
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[16]:

cornparison operator

)1

attri,bute I constant ualue

)

An attribute is compared to another attribute or a constant value. The attribute's type on
the left-hand side must be comparable with the other attribute's type/the constant value
on the right. For example, a predicate p is specified as:

p: Job :

ttProgrammer"

FormaÌly, a predicate is modelled as follows:
Predicate

left: ATTRIBUTE
cop: OPERATOR
ri,ght: ATTRoTVAL
SetOfAttributes is defined as a finite set of attributes. This type is used to denote a
subset of attributes in a relation for vertical partitioning.

SetOfAttribLltes

::

Fr ATTRIBUTE

To formalize horizontal partitioning, the selection operator ø is defined. The selection
operator ø takes a predicate and a relation, and produces a new relation where all tuples

in the new relation satisfy the condition(s) defined in the predicate.
I

I

o : Predicate x Relati,on -+ Relation

Following the previous examples, given the Employee relation (Table 3.1) and predicate

p above, the resulting relation of o(p,Employee) is shown in Table
Table 3.2: Job

:

3.2.

"Programmer"

EmpNo FirstName LastName Job

1
3

Mary

Stone

John

HiI

Programmer
Programmer

Figure 3.5 shows an example of horizontal partitioning. In this scenario, Employee
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Job = "Programmer

EmpNo FirstName LastName

Job

I
3

Programmer
Programmer

Mary
John

Stone
Hill

Job = "Analyst"

EmpNo

FirstName LastName Job

2

Peter

Pan

Analyst

Job = "Administrator"

EmpNo

FirstName LastName Job

4

Susan

Grey

Administrator

Figure 3.5: An example of horizontal partitioning
(Table 3.1) is partitioned horizontally based on job categories, i.e. programmer) analyst,
and administrator. The predicates used to partition Employee are:

p1: Job : "Programmer"
p2: Job : "Analyst"
p3: Job : "Administrator"
The union function takes a finite set of relations and returns a finite set of tuples. The

input relations must have the same structure. The set of tuples thai is returned by the
function is the union of all tuples in the input relations.
un'ion : F Relation

-++

domunion: {rs :F

F TUPLE

Relati,on

V rs, rst : F Relati,on I rs

lVr1, 12: rs o rl.colurnns

e dom union

o

rs:Ø+union(rs) :Øn

rst'Øâ(-r:rso
rst : rs \ {"} n
union(rs) : r.ro'u)s U uni,on (rst ))

:

r2.columns}
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The following Z schema specifies a formal definition of horizontal partitioning (as discussed below).
H o r i z o nt al P ar titi o nin g

origi,nal? : Relation
predicatesT : F, Predicate

partitions! : F, Relation

ff partiti,onsl
Y

: ff pred,i,cat es?

p : predi,cates? ¡ (p, origi,nal?) e domo A
o(p, original?) e partitionsl

Y

tupl : original?.rows o
3rtup2: TUPLE; part : partitionst o
tup2 e part.rous A tupl : tup2

parti,ti,onsl € dom union A original?.ro'us

:

union(parti,tions!)

The horizontal partitioning operation takes a relation (origi,nal?) and a set of predicates
(predicates?) as

inputs. The operation produces a set of relation partitions (partitionsl).

The number of resulting partitions must be the same as the number of input predicates.
This implies that aÌl input predicates must be valid. For every input predicate p, the result
of the selection operator o(p,ori,ginal?) must be a member of the output partitions. For
each tuple

in the original relation, there must exist a unique partition that stores the tuple

(complete and disjoint). Since the selection operator does not change the structure of the
original relation nor the resulting relations, the union of all tuples in the resulting partitions
results in the original relation (reconstruction).

To formalise vertical partitioning, the following join (><) and projection (zr') functions
are defined. The join function (><) takes a finite set of attributes and two relations, and

joins the relations based on certain criteria/predicatesa. The input set of attributes must
be a subset of attributes in the input relations. Attributes in the resulting relation are the
union of attributes from input relations. Two tuples from different input relations are joined

if they have common values for the input attributes. Formally,

>< is defined as follows:

aConnolly and Begg
[11] discuss various forms of join operations in relational algebra. In this thesis, I
provide, horvever, only a specification of the natural join operation.
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EmpNo, FirstName, LastName

EmpNo FirstName

Mary
Peter
John
Susan

I
2
3

4

¿) I

{EmpNo, Job}

}

LastName

EmpNo

Job

Stone

1
2
3
4

Programmer

Pan

Hill
Grey

Analyst
Programmer

Administrator

Figure 3.6: An example of vertical partitioning
><: IF,

dom

ATTRIBUTE xFrRelati,on -+ Relation

x - {ot : F, ATTRIBUTE; rs : F, Relation
(V r : rs o as Ç dornr.columns) n ffrs : 2\
I

Vas : ìF, ATTRIBUTE; rs :FrRelation; result : Relation
(as, rs) € dom >< . >< (as, rs) : result +
()rl,r2 : rs I r1 # 12 o
result.columns : rl.columns lJ r2.colurnns A
(Y a : as; t : result.rows o
(f tI,t2: TUPLE I tI e rT.rows A t2 € r2.rows
t7(a) : t2(a) n t: tIU t2)))
I

o

The projection operator zr takes a finite set of attributes and a relation, and produces
a relation where the domain of the resulting relation's columns and rows are restricted by

the input attributes. The input attributes must be a subset of the attributes in the input
relation.

zr: IF, ATTRIBUTE x Relat'ion -+ Relati,on
domzr

: {a :Fl

ATTRIBUTE; r : Relat,ion | ø C dom r.columns}

ATTRIBUTE;
n(a, rl) : 12 +

V a : IF,

rI,r2

: Relation I Ø,

rl)

€ domr

o

r2.columns : a 4 rl.colurnns A
(Y tup : rT.rows o (a { tup) e r\.rows) A

ftr2.rows

: ffrlrows

Figure 3.6 shows an example of vertical partitioning. Emplogee (Table 3.1) is partitioned vertically into two relations, i.e. one selects the attributes EmpNo, FirstName, and
LastNarne; the other one selects the attributes EmpNo and Job.
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Using the functions above, vertical partitioning can be specified as follows (described
below).
Ver

ti, c

al P ar titi,

o

nin g

ori,ginal? : Relation
subAttri,butes? : ìF, S etOfAttributes

partitions! : F, Relation

ff partitionsl : ff sub Attributes?
{dom original?

.

co

lumns}

:

l) {sub Attributes?

}

V

sa: subAttri,butes? o (sa,orig,inal?) e domz-A
r(sa, orig'inal?) e part,itionsl

Y

rI,12

Y

part : part'itionsl o 2 pk : F, ATTRIBUTE
(pk,part) € primaryKey A
(pk, partitions!) e dom >< A

a : Fr ATTRIBUTE c
dom(rl.columns ì r2.columns) A
(a, rI) e primaryKey A (a, r2) e primaryKey
ø:

; parti,ti,ons! o 1

ori,gi,nal?

:x

o

(plç, partitionsr.)

The vertical partitioning operation takes a relation (ori,gi,nal?) and a set of attribute
sets (subAttri.butes?) as inputs, and produces a set of relation

partitions (partitionst). The

number of resulting partitions must be the same as the number of subAttributes?. The

output partitions are produced by applying the projection operator zr to the inputs. Intersections between two output partitions' attributes must be the primary key of the relations

(disjoint). The union of all input sub-attributes must be the same as the set of attributes

in the original relation (complete). Finally, ihe join operator must be able to reconstruct
the original relation from the output partitions (reconstruction).

3.3

Aggregation

3.3.1

Requirements

The following describes the requirements for aggregation operations:

r

Aggregated values must be consistent with ihe detailed/original data.
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Aggregation is performed to increase query performance. However, in decision support
systems, the quality of information produced by the systems must not be sacrificed

to increase query performance. Thus, aggregation operations must guarantee

the

consistency and correctness of data.

Aggregation must be transparent to users.
DBMSs are responsible for directing users' queries to the appropriate aggregated ta-

bles. Flom the users' point of view, aggregation must not increase the complexity of
the system. Hence, aggregation must be hidden from end-users.
Detailed data must still be accessible in the system.

Alihough most queries wiII

access summary

serve the availability of more deiailed

data, data warehouse systems must pre-

data. Detailed data are needed to anticipate

new user requirements. Analysts may want to examine detailed data after inspecting
general views.

3.3.2 Specification
This section specifies aggregate functions based on [11, 72, 16]. MINVAL and MAXVAL
represent the minimum and maximum value in a domain respectively. EXCEPTIOIy' represents an exception

that may occur in an operation. These constants are defined as numeric

to conform to the return type of the aggregate functions specified below. However, in this
context, the semantics of these constants are more important than their type definition.
I

I

MINVAL, MAXVAL, EXCEPTION : VALUE

There are flve aggregate functions in the SQL2 standard [11]: COUNT, SUM, AVG,

MIN,

al;.d

MAX. The SUM and AVG functions only apply to numeric

values, while the

other functions work properly with non-numeric values as well. However, Z only has a predefined basic type, i.e. integer, where mathematical operators apply. Therefore,
the

MIN

and

MAX functions to work with

integers only.

I

absiract
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The countAll function takes a relation and simply returns the number of rows in the
relation. This is equivalent to the SQL COUNT(*) operator.

countAll: Aelafion -+ N
V

r

: Relati,on

¡ countAll(r) : ffr.rows

The counting function takes an attribute and a relation, and returns the number of
non-nu|I values in the specified attribute. The input attribute must be one of the attributes

in the input relation. This function is

used

in the sLlrn) aug) minimurn, and marimum

functions to eliminate any nulls in the input attribute. All aggregate functions, except for

COUNf þ,), operate only on non-null values.
count'ing : ATTRIB UTE

x Relation

-++

N

: {a : ATTRIBUTE; r : Relation I o e dom r.columnsj
Y a : ATTRIBUTE; r,rt : Relat'ion (a,r) e domcounting o
rt .rows : r.ro,uJs \ {¿rp I r.roli)s I tup(a) : nul1j A
counting (a, r) : ftrt .rows
dom count'ing

I

The surn function takes an attribute and a relation, and returns the total value of all
the attribute instances in the relation. Recall that the attribute must have a numeric data

type. The specification sums each value of the attribute in each row recursively using the
counting speciflcation above.

surn: ATTRIBUTE x Relation -+
Y

a: ATTRIBUTE; r,rt
count'ing(a,r)
count'ing(a,

:

0

.v

: Relati,on |
I

(a,r) € dom sum A (a,r) e domcounting t

surn(a,r) : 0 n
(1 tup : r.rows .
r.rou)s \ {úup} n

è

r) + 0 +

r'.rows
surn(a,

:

r) : tuP(a) * sum(a, r'))

The aug function takes an attribute and a relation, and calculates the average value

of the aitribute instances in the relation. If the number of non-null values in the input
attribute happens to be 0 (or an empty set), then an exception is raised [12]. Otherwise,
the function returns the average values.

h

5This at,g function uses the integer division operator diu
because d,iu is the only division operator available
Z. In real appìications, lve must use the appropriate division operator.
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ATTRIBUTE x Relation -+ Z

a: ATTRIBUTE; r : Relation
(a,r) e domaug A (a,r) € dom sum A (a,r) e domcounting
I

counting(a,r) :0 + aug(a,r) : EXCEPTION A
counti,ng(a,r) l0 +
aug(a,r) : sum(a, r) div counti,ng(a,r)

o

The following functions, minimum and marimlnnj are equivalent to the SQL

MIl[

and

MAX functions, respectively, except that the SQL functions also work with non-numeric
values. These functions take an attribute and a relation, and return the minimum or
maximum value of the attribute in the relation, respectively. If the attribute's value in the

relation is an empty set, then the m'in'imum and marimum functions return the minimum

or maximum value in the attribute's domain, correspondingly.
m'in'imum: ATTRIBUTE x Relation -+ Z
dommin'imurrL
Va:

: {a : ATTRIBUTE; r : Relatdon I a e dom r.columns}

ATTRIBUTE; r : Relati,on

I

(a,r) e domm'in,imum A (a, r) e dom counting o
counting(a, r) :0 + m'inimum(a,r) : MINVAL
count'i,ng(a, r) + 0 + (1 tupl i r.rous .
rni,ni,mum(a,r) : tupT(a) e
(Y tup2 i r.rows o tupl(a)

A

< tup2(a)))

marimum : ATTRIBUTE x Relati,on -+ Z

dommarimlnn
Y

:

{a : ATTRIBUTE;

r : Relati,on | ø e dom r.columns}

a: ATTRIBUTE; r : Relation
(a,r) e domrnarimum A (a,r) e dom count'ing c
I

count'ing(a,r) : 0 ) marimum(a,r) : MAXVAL n
counting(a, r) + 0 + (1 tupl i r.rows .
marimum(a,r) : tupT(a) +
(V tup2 : r.rows o tupl(a) > tup2(a)))

The SQL aggregate functions actually return a relation instead of a vaÌue [16]. The
aggregate functions are

couNT, couNTALLg, sUM, AVG, MIN,

arld

MAx. In ihis

model, AGGRFUNCTION is used to pass the input arguments to the actual functions that
do the computation.
6Tlris is equivalent to CO{JNT(*).
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AGGRFUNCTION

:::

AL')
/1

COUNT I COUNTALLI SUM I AVG I MIN I MAX

The following Z schema abstracts an arbitrary, basic aggregation operation. Such an
aggregation operation takes a base relation, an attribute, and an aggregate function as

inputs, and produces a summary relation. Each aggregate function returns a relation with
a single

attribute and a tuple that stores the result ofthe aggregation. Ifthe input aggregate

function is either COUNT or COUNTALL,then the output relation has an attribute with
integer domain, since the output relation contains an integer value. For the other input
aggregate functions, the domain is derived from the

input relation. For example, if the

attribute summed has real number as the domain, ihen this domain is used in the resulting
relation. The resulting value (the row of the summary relation) comes from the aggregate
function called.
Aggregat'ion
baseRel?,

summary! : Relati.on

attr? : ATTRIBUTE
aggrFn? : AGGRFUNCTION
(aggrFn?

:

(aggrFn?

:

COUNT Y aggrFn? : COUNTALL) +
(l count : ATTRIBUTE; i,nteger : DOMAIN o
summary!.columns - {count r+ integer})
SUM V aggrFn? : AVG Y aggrFn? : MIN y aggrFn?
surnmary!.columns : {attr?} < basefuel?. colurnns

: MAX) +

COUNT ë (attr?,baseRel?) € dom counting A
:: count'ing(attr?,base&el?) . surnrnl.rvl.rows: {{attr? -+ rs}})
aggrFn?
COUNTALZ <+ (let rs :: countAll(baseAel?) .
summaryl.rous : {{attr? r+ rs}})
aggrFn? : SUM e (attr?,baseÀel?) € dom sum A
(let rs :: sum(attr?,baseRel?) . su-*ory!.rows : {{attr? -+ rs}})
aggrFn? : AVG e (attr?,basefuel?) € dom aug A
(let rs :: aug(attr?,basefuel?) . surnmaryl.rows : {{attr? *+ rs}})
aggrFn? : MIN ë (attr?,basefuel?) € dom m,in'imum A
(let rs :: rninirnum(attr?,baseRel?) . surnm.ory!.rows : {{attr? r+ rsÌ Ì)
aggrFnT : MAX e (attr?,baseRel?) e dom marimum A
(let rs :: m0,riTnum(attr?,basefuel?) . surnrnaryl..rows : {{attr? + rsÌÌ)
aggrFn?

(let

In real applications,

a

summary relation can be derived from several base relations.

The aggregate queries are correspondingly more complex. A solid under-standing of basic
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re;;;vl
r---------tï

ll..n

Figure 3.7: Relationship between a summary and base table(s)
aggregate functions is essential to construct such complex queries. Figure 3.7 illustrates the

relationship between a summary and base table(s).

3.4
3.4.L

Data Marting
Requirements

In some cases, building a data mart is appropriate. However, there are several principles
that must be followed:

o Data marts must be consistent with the enterprise data warehouse.
Both data marts and the data warehouse must give the same answer to the same
query. Any updates in the data warehouse must be propagated to the data marts; as

well updates in data marts must be reflected in the data warehouse. This is to keep
the data consistent.

¡

Data marts, naturall¡ must be able to answer most queries.
Due to the increased maintenance cost, the decision to build data marts must be
justifred. The structure of the organization must support data marting. Thus, a data
mart in a department must be capable of providing answers to most queries submitted
by users in the department. Oiherwise, data marting rnay not be appropriate in that
situation.
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Specification

A data mart has the same structure

as a data warehouse.

set of dimension relations, and a schema

It

consists of a fact relation, a

that describes the structure of the data mart. The

difference between a data mart and a data warehouse is that a data mart contains only
speciflc data related to a department.

A data mart can be obtained by partitioning

the

data warehouse.
DataMart
dmSchema: DWSchema
drnRelation : DWfuelation

A data mart schema is stored in its metadata just as a data warehouse schema is stored
in its metadata. Information in this schema is used to control instances in the data mart.

3.5 Metadata
3.5.1 Requirements
Metadata is commonly known as information about data. Metadata management in a data
warehouse is complex, especially due to the lack of a metadata standard. This section tries

to identify information that is needed to support use and maintenance of a web-based data
warehouse. The aim of this section is to give a high level model of metadata.

I

consider metadata in data warehouses to consist of the following main components:

o Data dictionary: A data dictionary

keeps descriptions of a data warehouse's struc-

tures. It includes the data warehouse schemas, data sources, mapping/transformation
procedures, aggregation and partitioning schemas, and other information needed to
run the data warehouse. SQL2 introduced the concept of an INFORMATION-SCHENIA.

INFORMATION-SCHEMA is a special schema that defines the structure of informa-

tion in a data dictionary [16]. Metadata is also necessary for the DBMS to apply
va-r"ious

constraints specifled in the data warehouse schema to the data warehouse

instances. Furthermore, using information in a data dictionary, a data warehouse
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server can perform routine activities such as loading and archiving automatically. A

data dictionary is also required by users to understand and use the data warehouse
effectively.

Business dictionary: A business dictionary contains all business terms and their
descriptions related to the data warehouse applications. For example, if a data warehouse contains revenue information for a company, the formula used to calculate the
revenue must be described in the dictionary. This documentation is necessary to avoid

ambiguity or misinterpretation.

Usage documents: A web-based data warehouse must provide information on how

to

use the data warehouse.

This information includes the functions provided by the

system, steps to perform multidimensional analyses, organisation of the data, and

demos/tutorials. In a complex web-based system, providing a web site map that
describes the structure of the web site wiÌl be helpful as well.

3.5.2 Specification
To specify metadata,

I define certain additional basic types (shown below). The use of these

basic types will be explained throughout the metadata specification. The model of the data

dictionary is adopted from [4].

IFUNCNON , INFOSCHEMA, MAPSITE, T]SERGUIDE, TERM , DESC , STRINGI

Description stores some information about an attribute. It consists of a unique identifier,

an attribute and its type, and a relation where the attribute belongs. This description is
used to record information about data sources and

theil destinations in the data warehouse.
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Descripti,on
i,d,: STRING

attr: ATTRIBUTE
type: DOMAIN
rel : Relation
attr r+ type e rel.colurnns
During the process of loading a data warehouse from the data sources, various transformation functions may be applied to the data. These transformations are intended to resolve

any inconsistencies between the data sources and the data warehouse.

If the transforma-

tion functions are complex, then information about the functions should be kept in the
metadata. This information is needed by administrators who maintain the data warehouse.
Transformation contains information about a transformation function. Each transformation schema has a unique identifier to differentiate

it

from other transformation func-

tions that may have the same name. FUNCTIOIy' represents information about a procedure/syntax that is applied to one or more data sources.
Transf orrnat'ion

id: STRING
fn: FUNCTION
To enable a DBMS to direct user queries to the appropriate tables, aggregation schemas
and partition schemas of ihe database must be stored in the metadata. Aggregati,onschema

basically consists of a unique id, a base relation) an attribute that is aggregated, and
information about the aggregate functions used.
Ag greg ati,onS chema

id,: STRING
baseRel : Relation
attr: ATTRIBUTE
aggrFn : STRING

attr €
P arti,tionS

dom baseRel. columns

cherna stores the necessaly information related to partitioning.

Ii

consists of

unique id, an original relation, a partition key, and data range in the partition.
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Parti,ti,onSchema

id: STRING
origi,nal : Relation
partKey : F, ATTRIBUTE
data&ange : STRING

partKey C dom orig'inal.columns

DataDictionary contains a set of data warehouse schemas, data mappings from sources
to destinations - including any transformation functions that are applied to the data sources,
aggregation schemas, partition schemas, and INFORMATION-SCHtrMA.
SOURCE ::
TINATI

D ES

Description
O

N

::

D escript,i,on

DataDict'ionary
dwschema : F, DWSchema
srcDest : (SOURCE x DESTINAruON) <+ Transformation
ag gr S chema : F Ag greg at'ionS cherna
partS chema : F P arti,ti,onS chema
i,nfo S cherna : INFO S CH EMA

To help end-users analyse information in the data warehouse properly, a business dic-

tionary that contains a list of business terms (TERM) and their descriptions (DESC)

is

necessary. A business dictionary (dict) is modelled as a partial function from TERM to
DESC.
BusinessD'ict'ionary

rlict: TERM -+ DESC
Document contains miscellaneous documents that are needed by end-users. This includes a user's guide and a website map.
Document

ug: USERGUIDE
map: MAPSITE
Based on the definitions above, metadata

in a data warehouse is modelled as consisting

of a data dictionary, a business dictionary, and miscellaneous necessaÌy documents (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Metadata

End User Device

Figure 3.9: A graph representing a network

Metadata'

3.6

ID ataDi,ctionary

;

Busines s D'ict'ionarg

;

D

ocumentl

Functions Supported

3.6.1 The Foundation
This section presents an abstract model of a network, which is the lowest level of infrastructure supporting web-based data war-ehouses. A network can be represented by a graph
(Figure 3.9), where a node in the graph represents an end-user device, a server, or a network

device. An edge between two nodes represents the Internet connection. Thus, a network

is a collection of nodes that are interconnected wiih each other using a network protocol
running over some physical media.
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Each node has a unique Internet Protocol (IP) address in the form of X.X.X.X7, where

X is a byte

1221. Accordingly, there are a limited number of addressable nodes. Let

IPADDRES^9 be the type of an IP address, and let NODETYP.E represent the type of
a node.

IIPADDRESS]

NODETYPE

A

:::

End(Jser I Seruer I NetworkDeuice

node can be defined as having an

end-user device, server,

IP address and a type. The type of a node can be

or network device. End-user devices refer to all equipments that

are connected to the network and are used by end-users (e.g. printers, peïsonal computers).
Servers are computers
devices

that provide

services

for the users. Network devices are

various

that support network infrastructure (e.g. routers).
i,p: IPADDRESS
tupe: NODETYPE

The Internet is abstracted as a collection of nodes and connections. A connection

is

defined as a relationship between two nodes. This model specifies that there exist at least

two nodes in the Internet. Each node has a unique IP address. The Internet connection is
symmetric, reflexive and transitive.
node n2

It

is symmetric because a node n1 is connected to a

if, and only if, n 2 is connected to

to itself (reflexive). Furthermore, if a node

n 1 as
n 1 is

well. In addition, every node is connected

connected to a node n2 and n2 is connected.

to another node n3, then n1 and n3 are also connected (transitive). Therefore, every node
in the Inter-net is connected with one another either directly or indirectly.
TThere is a nerv proposed
standard for the Internet Protocol called IPv6 or IP Next Generation (Ipng)
[i3] for rvhich this format does not apply. IPv4 is assumed in this thesis.
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Internet
nodes:Fr Node
connection : Node <+ Node

)

2
frnodes
dom connecti,on Ç nodes A ran connect,ion Ç nodes

V

n7,n2:

nodes o (n7.i,p

:

n2.,ip

ë nI:

n2) A

(nI r+ n2 € connection e n2 ++ nI € connection) A
nI -+ n2 € connection*
The Internet structure is always changing. Some nodes are added; some are removed.
New Internet connections are added, while other ones may be deleted. The following Z
schemas specify the dynamic structure of the Internet.

To add a new node (newNode?) implies that connections between the new node and an
existing node in the network (li,nkedTo?) must also be added. Initially, newNode? must not
exist in the Internet, while linkedTo? must be a part of the Internet. If these pre-conditions
are satisfied, then the AddNode operation adds newNod,e? and symmetric connections between newNode? and linkedTo? to the Internet.
AddNode

A,[nternet
newNode?, li,nkedTo? : Node

newNode?

(

nodes

linkedTo? € nodes
nod,est

:

nodes U {newNodeT}

connectiont

:

connectionU {newNodeT ,+ linkedTo?,ti,nkedTo? ,-+ newNode?}

To remove a node implies that we have to remove all connections that exist between
the deleted node and other nodes. The pre-condition of the RernoueNode operation is that

the deleied node must exist in the Internet. This operation removes all connections that
involve the deleted node and the node itself from the network.
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RemoueNode

A,Internet
rmNode? : Node
rmNode? € nodes
nodest : nodes \ {rmNode?}
connect,iont : ({rrnNode?} < connection) O (connection

> {rmNode?})

To add a new connection, we have to specify which two nodes we want to connect to
each

other. The pre-condition of the AddConnect'ion operation is that the two input nodes

must exist in the network. If the pre-condition is fulfiIled, then the operation adds the new
connection. Recall that a connection is symmetric, therefore AddConnection always adds a

pair of symmetric connections.
AddConnecti,on

A.Internet
nodel?, node2? : Node
nodel? Ç nodes A node2? e nodes
connect'iont

:

connect'ion l) {node|? ++ node2?,node2?

,+ node|?}

To remove a connection that exists between two nodes may exclude one of the nodes
from the network. Such exclusion occurs if the connection removed is the only connection

that connects that node to the network. If this is the case, then the node must be removed
from the network as well. Recall that all nodes in the network must be connected with one
another.
RemoueConnection

L,Internet
nodel?,node2?: Node
nodeT? r-+ node2? e. connection

connectiont : connection \ {nodel?
nodel? f dom connect'iont + nodesl
node2? f dom connect,iont + nodesl

node2?, node2? r+ nodel?j
nodes \ {nodel?}
nodes \ {node2?}

Having specified the Internet as the infrastructure of web-based data warehouses, the
following section defines the basic functions provided by web-based data warehouses. These
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Figure 3.10: Two groups of users
functionalities are built on top of the infrastructure. Thus,

if an operation requires

the

Internet connection, then we assume that the connection exists.

3.6.2 Functional Specification
The following basic types are defined to modeì the functions of web-based data warehouses.
Log'inName and Password are defined as strings. ACCESSTYPE consists of different access

types in queries. GROUP is used to identify a user's group. BOOLEAN is a type that
consists of two possible values: True or False.

LoginName:: STRING

::

STRING
ACCESSTYPE ::: Select I Insert I Delete I update
GROUP ::: Analyst Adm'inistrator
BOOLEAN ::: Trlte False
Password

Generall¡ users can be classified into two groups, i.e. business analyst or administrator
(Figure 3.10). The business analyst group includes executives, managers) and other personnel who are involved

in decision-making processes. The administrator group consists of

people who are responsible for developing and maintaining the data warehouse system.

Administrators mostly work at the backend. They implement and manage users' accounts, web and data warehouse servers. Most of iheir tasks rely on the DBMS's functions.
Business analysts are end-users who interact

with the user interfaces of the data ware-

house system. They submit queries, analyse data, and create various

reports. Developers
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To produce a repod,
add e user, or
remove a user, the
system must verify
that the user is
aL¡ihorized to
perform the
operation.

Therefore, each
operation ehove
includes "Validate
user".

Remove user

Figure 3.11: Use cases illusirating the uses of a web-based data warehouse
must either implement these requirements or use third party tools to do so.

The main purpose of a web-based data warehouse is to support decision-making processes. Principally, a data warehouse must enable analysts

to

access and analyse

the

en-

terprise data easily. Hence, the system generates various reports based on user queries.
Figure 3.11 illustrates various use cases in a data warehouse system.
Producing reports is one of the key functions of a data warehouse system. This process
involves several activities (Figure 3.12). Based on the use cases (Figure 8.11) and the

activity diagram (Figure 3.12), the following requirements for a web-based data warehouse
are specified:

¡

The system shall support concurrent access by muliiple users.

A web-based data warehouse naturally supports

access by

users must be allowed to access the system regardless of

multiple users. Authorized

iheir locations or time of day.

The system shall authenticate and identify users.
Because a data warehouse contains valuable information, a data warehouse system
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must ensure that only authorized users can access the system.

¡

The system shall accept user queries.
To generate reports, the system has to accept queries from users. The input queries
may not necessarily be in an SQl-like format. Instead, the system should provide user-

friendly interfaces to help less-technical users to use the data warehouse effectively.
Behind the scene, the system must translate the input query into a language that is
understandable by the data warehouse server.

o The system shall verify that a user is authorized to

access

the requested data.

After identifying the user and accepting the query? the system must verify that the
user has the necessary privileges to access the data.

¡

The system shall warn the user if query processing takes a very long time.
Some user queries may take a long time

to process. If this is the case, the system

should warn the user about the long processing time.

o The system shall retrieve data from the database.
After accepting a user query, the system retrieves the requested data from the database.

¡

The system shall ideniify potentially interesting data.
The system must try to identify any potentially interesting data from the retrieved

data. For example, the maximum or minimum value of sales may interest

o The system shall

users.

present data in an easy-to-read format.

The system must facilitate user data analysis. To do this, data must be presented in
a good format. Commonly used formats are to present data in a table or as a graph.

o The system shall

make users aware of any potentially interesting data.

Any intelesting data that have been previously identified must be highlighted to help
users notice

them. For example, having identified the most popular product in

a
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certain year, the system should present data on that product in a way that attracts
the user's attention.

The system shall allow users to perform basic multidimensional analyses, such

as

drill-down, roll-up, slice, and dice.

r

The system shall allow users to capture/save reports.
Saving reports to a disk avoids regenerating the reports during analyses. This can
reduce network traffic and processing overhead.

The system shall provide metadata to enable users to understand the meaning of the
data presented.

¡

The system shall provide various ways to view data.
This is to allow users to compare different data categories easily.

To perform user authentication, every user must have an account to access the data
warehouse system.

An account usually consists of a login name and a password. A login

name must be unique because

it

is used to identify a specific user. Every user belongs to

a group. Each group has different privileges. For example, the administrator group

has

an exclusive privilege to manage users' accounts. Session objects are used to track a user's

activities thereby compensating the stateless nature of interactions on the web. If a user's
session

is True, then the user is logged onto the system.

Each user is assigned a privilege to access data in the data warehouse.
determines which relations and access types are allowed for the user.

to users'

access

information is siored in the [JserDB.

UserDB
account : LoginName -+ Password
group : LoginName -++ GROUP
session: Log'inName -++ BOOLEAN
pri,uilege : Logi,nNarne <+ (Relati,on x ACCESSTYPE)

domgroup:

dom

session: dom account

dompri,ui,lege C dom account

A

privilege

All information related
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The UserDB initially has no instances (the database is empty).
Ini,tUserDB
UserDBl
domaccounúl

:

dom group'

:

dom sessiont

:

dompriuilege'

Login names and passwords stored in the UserDB are used for authentication. The
authentication process requires a user to enter his/her login name and password.

inputs match with a valid account, then the user's

session

is set

to Trze. This

If

ihese

session's

value is used to indicate whether or not the user has passed the authori zation procedure.
Authent'icate
A,UserDB
Iogi,nNant e? : LoginNam,e

password? : Password
(logi,nName? v+ password?)
sess'iont

A

:

e account

session @ {logi,nNameT

,+ True}

web-based data warehouse system must support simultaneous access from multiple

users. Two users are simultaneously accessing the data warehouse if both users' session are
True.
S'irnultaneousUser
UserDB
simultaneous : Log'inNarne
V

#

Log'inName

u7,u2: Logi,nName | (u7,u2) e sirnultaneous o
(21 *+ True) e sess'ion A (u2 + True) € session

The following Z schema captures an operation to list active/online users. Active users
are those

with

session values set

to

True.

ListAct'iueUsers

EUserDB
act'iueUser! : F LoginName

actiueUser!: {u : domsess'ion I session(u)

:

True}

Users can change their passwords. To change a password, a user must be logged onto
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True). The user enters his/her old password, a new password, and

a confirmed password. The old password must match with the password in the database.

The new and confirmed passwords must be ideniical. If these inputs are valid, then ihe
system replaces the old password

with the new

one.

ChangePassword

A.UserDB
IoginNarne? : LoginName
old?, new?, confi,rrn? : Password
(loginName? ,-+ True) e session
(IoginName? ++ old?) € account
new? : confirm?
accountt

:

account Ø {logi,nNameT

,+ new?}

To exit the system, a user must currently be logged onto the system. If this pre-condition

is satisfied, then the logout operation sets the user's session to False. If a user's

session

is False, then the user is unable to perform any operations that require an authorization
process.

Logout
A.UserDB
loginName? : Log'inName
(loginName?
sess'iont

:

r+ Tfue) € session

session @ {logi,nNarneT ,-+ Fatse}

The following Z schemas describe administrators' tasks related to account management.
To add a user', an administrator has to submit a login name, a password, and a group where
the new user belongs. The input login name must not exist in the account. To perform this
task, an administrator must be logged onto the system. Furthermore, only users who belong

to the administrator group can add new accounts. If these pre-conditions are satisfied, then
the system adds the new account into the user database.
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AddUser
A,UserDB
admin?, new? : LoginName
password? : Password
group? : GROUP

( domaccount
(admin? ,+ True) € sess'ion
(admin? r-+ Admi,nistrator) € group
new?

accountt : account Ø {new? r+ password?}
group' - lroup Ø {new? ,+ group?}
session' : session @ {new? ,+ False}

An administrator also has the privilege to remove users from the system. The Remoue(Jser

operation accepts an account and checks if the account exists in the database. Similar io
AddUser, before performing the operation, the Rernoue[Jser checks if the user who submits

the request is an administrator and is currently logged onto the system.

If

these pre-

conditions are fulfilled, then the system removes the input account from the user database.
RemoueUser
A,UserDB
admin?, old? : LoginName

old? e domaccount
(admin? + True) e session
(admin? r+ Adrnini,strator) € group

:

{old7} 4 account
group': {old?} <group
accountt

sess'iont : {old?} 4 sess,ion
priui,leget : {old,?} < pri,uilege

Users' privileges are assigned by administrators. To add a new access privilege to a user,

an administrator must specify which relation and what kind of access type are to be given

to the user. Again, the pre-conditions in AddPriui,lege make sure that the request is valid.

If the request is valid, then the operation adds the inputs to

priuilege.
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AddPriui,lege

A,UserDB
adrnin?, usr? : LoginName
r? : Relation
AI? : ACCESSTYPE
usr? e domaccount
(admin? r+ True) e session
(admin? + Admi,nistrator) e group
priu'ileget

:

,+ (r?, at?)}

priuilege U {usr?

To specify a process for producing reports, the following addiiional basic types are intro-

duced. DATE represents a date. GRAPH and TABLE represent types of data presentation

formatsusedinareport'sbody. MEÍÍAGEisusedtonotifyusersofsomeeventsthatoccur during the process ofproducing reports. The resulting data ofa query can be presented

either as a graph or a table. The format details of how a graph and a table will be drawn,
however, are left to the implementers.

IDATE, GRAPH, TABLEI
MESSAGE ::: LongQuery I Unauthori,zed
REPORTYPE ::: Table I Graph
RE P

O

RT B

O

First, a query

D

Y

:

needs

::

tabte ((TA B L E)) | sraph

(( G

RA p H

Ð

to be defined. A query can be considered to consist of an access

type, a list of attributes, relations, with optional predicates and other constraints

(e.g.

grouping attribute(s), ordering criteria). The attribute list in a query must be taken from

the attributes in the relations specified in the query. A set of attributes in the grouping or
ordering criteria, if any, must be a subset of the attribute list in the query. For example, a
query to retrieve all programmer's names, ordered by the last names, from the Ernployee

relation (Figure 3.1) can be specified

as:

SELECT FirstName, LastName
FROM Employee
WHERE Job : "Programmer"
ORDER BY LastName

In the example above, SELECT defines the access type of the query. FirstName
LastName are the attributes from the Employee relation. Job

:

and,

"Programmer', is the
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predicate that must be satisfied by all tuples in the resulting relation. LastNarne specifies

the ordering criterion.
Formally, a query is defined as follows:
Query
accessType : AC CESSTYPE
attributes : F, ATTRIBUTE
relations : F, Relation
predicates : F Predi,cate
groupBy, orderBy : F ATTRIBUTE

groupBy Ç attri,butes
orderBy Ç attributes
V

a; attributes olr:

relat,ions o ¿ € dom r.columns

A report itself can be modelled as having a date, a title, a producer, and a body. The
date records when the report is created, the title provides information to the user about
what the report concerns, the producer is the user who creates the report, and the body
contains data that is represented either as a table or a graph.
Report
date : DATE
ti,tle : STRING
prod,ucer : LoginNarne
body : REPORTBODY

To produce a report, the system must first accept a query from a user. To submit a
query, the user must be logged onto the system.
AcceptQuery
EUserDB
usr? : LoginName
q? : Query

(usr?

,+ True) e sess'ion

Based on the input query, the system determines

if the user is authorized to

access

the data requested in the query. An authorized user must have the privilege to access all
relations specified in the query.

If there

exists a relation in the query where the user does

not have ihe privilege to access the relation, then the system must not continue to process
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the query and must report the error to the user.
AuthorizedUser
v UserDB
usr? : LoginName
q? : Query
Y

r

: q?.relations o (usr? ,+ (r, q?.accessType)) € priuilege

Unauthorized(Jser

v.UserDB
usr? : LoginNarne
q? : Querg

1r

: q?.relat,ions o (usr? r+ (r, q?.accessType)) ( priuitege

ErrorMessage

rnl: MESSAGE

m!:

Unauthori,zed

The function predict takes a query and returns the predicted
time needed to process the
query. I provide its signature as follows:

I

pred,ict: Çzery -+

\

L)NGQUERII is a predefined value to determine if the data

warehouse system needs

to warn a user regarding a long queïy processing time.

I

towcqIlE_By:N1

If the predicted query processing time is greater than or equal
to LoNGeuERl, then
the system warns the user that the query will take a long
time to process. otherwise, the
query is considered to be a short query and the system
simply continues to process the
query.

WarnUser
q?

: Query

ml: MESSAGE
predict(q?) > LONGQUERy

+

3.
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ShortQuery

: Query

q?

predict(q?) < LONG QUERY
The relation satisfy stores (T\IPLE,F Predicate) pairs, where the tuple fulfills the con-

dition(s) specified in the predicate(s).
satisfu : TUPLE <+ F Predi,cate
V

t : TUPLE; ps :F Pred,'icate

o

(t,pt) e sati,sfy +

((Vp, ps; a i ATTRIBUTE I a : p.left y attr(a)

¿€domt)vps:Ø)

:

p.r,ight

o

RetrieueData is an operation that takes a query, and produces a relation. The resulting

relation has the atiributes specified in the query) and for all tuples in the output relation,
the tuples must satisfy the predicate(s) in the input query.
RetrieueData
q?

rl

: Query
: Relation

dom r!. colurmns

:

q?

.

attributes

Ytup: r!.rows o (tup,q?.predicates) e satisfy
To help users be aware of potentially interesting data, the system should try to identify
such

Z

data. "Interesting" data can vary depending on the user's interests. In the following

schema,

I

assume

that

users may be interested

in the maximum and minimum value

of attributes in a relation. Therefore, any tuples that contain such values are labelled
interesting data. These interesting data should be highlighied in the resulting report.
I d enti,fy Int ere st,in g D at a
r? : Relat'ion
ús! :

F'TUPLE

ts! C r?.rows
V

tup :

ús! o

I

¿ : dom rT.columns

I

(a,r?) € dom marirnum A (a,r?) € dom m,inimum c
tup(a)

:

marirnum(a, r7) V tup(a)

:

rninimum,(a, r?)

as
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The functions generateTable and generateGraph take a relation and a finite set of tuples,
and generate a report body based on the inputs. The input set of tuples is the set of interesting data that must be highlighted to attract the user's attention. The implementation

deiails of these functions are up to the developers. Therefore,

I only provide the function

signatures.
generateTable : Relation x lF TUPLE -+ TABLE
generateGraph : Relati,on xF TUPLE -+ GRAPH

The following Z schema describes the process of producing a report in a data warehouse
system.

GenerateReport
date? : DATE
title? : STRING
usr? : LoginName
type? : &EPORTYPE

r? : Relation
ús? : lF TUPLE
report! : Report

(r?,ts?) € dom generateTable
(r?,ts?) € dom generateGraph
reportl.date : date?
report!.title : title?
report!.producer : usr?
type? : Table + reportl.body .
type? : Graph + report!.body

t

abl e ( g en erat e Tabl e (r ?, t s?
g

rap h ( g en erat

eG

))

rap h (r ?, t s?

))

The system must get necessary data, such as a date, a title, a producer, a report type,
a relation, and a set of interesting tuples, to generate a report. The date, the

title, and the

producer of the resulting report are set based on the inputs. Depending on the report type,

the appropriate function to generate the report body is called. The input relation and the
set of interesting tuples are the data to be presented in the report.

Tlre whole process of producing a report is represented jn prod,uceheport.
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=

((AcceptQuery A Authorized(Jser A
(WarnUser y ShortQuery) n Retui,eueData) a
IdentifylnterestingD ata[r! I r?) g GenerateReportfr! f r? , tsl I ts?])

Producefueport

V

(AcceptQuery A Unauthorized[Jser A ErrorMessage)
There are two possible scenarios. One is AcceptQuery and AuthorizedUser and. (WarnUser

or ShortQuery) and RetrieueDaú4, followed by Identifylnteresti,ngD¿ú¿ where the input relation is the output relation from Retri,eueData, then the outputs of Identi,fylnterestingData
are passed

to GenerateReport that completes the process. The other scenario happens when

the user who submits the query is an unauthorized user. If such unauthorized access occurs)

then the system displays an error message.
The Produce&eport schema also represents basic OLAP operations such as drill-down,
roll-up, slice, and dice, because these OLAP operations are basically different queries that
are submitted by the user to produce different reports.

Before an operation to save reports is specified, we need to model a file system where

the reports can be saved. A Z specification of a file system is available in Barden, et. al.
[6]. This model is adopted for the specification.

A file system is modelled as a tree that consists of a non-empty set of nodes. Each
node in the tree, except for the root, has a "parent" node. The set of nodes that have no
descendents are called

leaf nodes. The relation between a "child" node and its "parent',

is

modelled as a partial function called parent. The inverse function of parent is a relation
called child. The chi,ld contains pairs of a "parent" node and its "child".

This model separates the structure and contents of the file system. The structure of the
file system is encapsulated in Tree; the contents are described by functions in FileSystem\
(see

below). Each node is either a fiIe or a directory, and must be named. A node's name in

a directory is unique. TIte narne function takes a node and returns the node's name. The
data finction takes a node and returns the data in ihe node8. An additional function called
namedNode is defined

in Fi,leSysteml. The namedNode function

takes a sequence of names

(path) and returns the node iliat is referred to by the path. For completeness, I include the
8A node that contains data
is a file; hence

it

must be a leaf node.
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file system specification by Barden, et. at. l6]e.
di,graphfXl

-: {u: trX; e: X <+ X l(domeUran

e) Çu}
{a : IFX; e : X <+ X I þ, e) e di,graphlxl Adisjoint (e+,idX)}
condaglXl -: {u :P X; e : X <+ X I þ,e) e d,ag[X] n (rU r-)* : u x u]
treelXl -: {u : tr X; e : X ++ X I þ, e) e condaglxl n e e X -+ X}

daglxl-:

TNAME, NODE]
DATA::: rep((Report))

Tree

t : tree[N]
parent: l/ -+ ff
node,leaf : IF, N
chi,ld : l/ ++ ,^/
root : N

(node,parent): t
: node\ranparent
{root} : node \ dom parent
chi,ld, : parentleaf

F'ileSystem}

TreelNODEl
name i NODE -+ NAME
d,ata: NODE -+ DATA

domname: node
root(domdataCleaf

Vn:

node o (Vc, d,: chi,ld(

{"}

DI

c+ d.

no,rne(c)

I

name(d,))

F'ileSysteml

FileSystern}
narnedNode : seq, NAME -+ NODE
namedNod,e

:
: root
A(Vi,j:dompathlj:¡+t
o path i, r+ path j € child)

{path : seql NODE I head path

o path

A

nolne r+ last pathj

eln the original specification,
DATA is introduced. as a given set. I change this to fit the data type in my

specification.
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NAME I #p 2 z}

Let wri,te be a function that takes a report and writes the report to a node (thus, the
resulting node contains the input report).

I

I

write : Report -+ NODE

Using the specifrcation above, I abstract a "save-report" operation as follows. Saue&eport
accepts a report, a file name (including the complete path from the root), and produces a
node that contains the report.
SaueReport

A,FileSysteml
report? : Report
name? : path
.fr,lel: NODE

front name? e dom narnedNode
namedNode(front name?) ( dorn data
narne?

(

dom narnedNode

:

wri,te(report?)
root
narne' : naTrLe Ø {filel ++ last name?}
data' : data Ø {f,ler. + rep(reportT)}
namedNode' : named,Node Ø {name?

filet

roott :

parentt

:

+ file!}

parent @ {file! r+ namedNode(front name?)}

The pre-conditions of the operation state that:

the input path must be valid, i.e. the front of the sequence of names name? must
exist and refer to a directory.

¡

the file name does not exist in the directory.

If these ple-conditions are satisfied, then the operation

saves the

report to a file and performs

the necessary updates to the structure and contents of the file system.
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Figure 3.13: Daia warehouse system

3.7 Putting It All Together
A web-based data warehouse system consists of a set of data warehouse relations, metadata,
and a set of operations. Figure 3.13 illustrates this abstraction.
The warehouse functions presented in this thesis can be categorized into different classes,

i.e., SystemFunction, UserFunct'ion, AnalystFunct'ion, and AdminFunct,i,on. These classes
are then integrated into the Operat'ion schema. This set of operations, together with the

data warehouse relations, and metadata constitute a data warehouse system.
Syst

e

m

Fun cti

o

n ? II ni,t S t ar R el ati o n ; I nit S n o wfl, ak e Relati o n ;
H o r i z o nt aI P ar tit
Ag greg

UserFunct'ion

Analy

st

i.

o

nin

g

;

Ver ti cal P artiti,

o

nin g ;

ati,on; InitUserD Bl

'lAuthent,icate; ListActiuetlsers; ChangePassword;

Funct'ion

AdminFunction

I

?

;

S au

e

lAddU s er ; Rernou

e (J s

er

;

U s e r Fun cti

o

IP roduce Report

Operati,on' lSystemFunction;
DataWarehouseSystem

Report]

Add,p riuiteg el

n

;

A n aly

st

Fun cti, o n ; A dmin Fun cti o nl

= [dw DWRelation; Metadata;
:

Besides the basic functions specified

Logout)

Operati,onl

in this chapter, a web-based data warehouse

cer-
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tainly requires additional functions based on the business domain or puïpose of the data
warehouse. These functions vary from one organization to another organization; hence they
are out of scope of this thesis. However, the specification in this thesis can be used as a basis

for building a complete web-based data warehouse system for a specific business entity.

Chapter 4

Validation
This chapter describes the validation process for the specifications presented in Chapter 3. I
present the procedure for syntax, type, and domain checking, and then pose several desired

properties of the system as theorems, and prove that the specifications have captured the
requirements correctly.

4.I Syntax and Type Checking
In the

sense of formalism, the

only mandatory checking for Z specifications is syntax and

type checking [37]. Syntax checking ensures that a specification has no syntax errors while
type checking ensures that types are used properly in the specifrcation. Examples of type
errors are assigning an integer variable to a string, or dividing a number by a string.

ZIEVES [29] has the ability to perform syntax and type checking mechanically. We

pass

a file containing a Z specification to ZIEVtrS by invoking the ZIEYES "read" command.

The "read" command causes ZIEVES to perform syntax and type checking on the input
file, to print the declarations of any types, schemas or functions in the speciflcation, and to
produce error messages, if necessary. A specification is type and syntactically correct if the

output of the "reâd" command has no error messages. Figure 4.1 shows partial results of
syntax and type checking of the specifications in this thesis.
One can write a specification that is iype and syntactically correct, but meaningless. For

70
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' ' ', ,

. .,r. ..
--.-- theoreÍ¡ SaueÊeport\$domain0heck
::--- axiom SaueReport\$declarationpart
Connèct:.Edit:r.Terminal Help

axio¡n Derta\$Fiteslsten1\$declarationpart

,ttheoren SàueßeportFãct
::--- theorem SäueReportFact
:.schema ÊddUser

:,--- axioÍl ÊddUser\Sdeclarationpart
:rSchema ßemoueUser

:,--- axiom RemoueUser\$declarationPart
:,scheÍ¡a ÊddPriuilege
'

--,..-

axiom AddPriuitege\$declàrationpart

,schena SgstemFunction

axiom SgstenFunction\$declarationpart

rschenð UserFunction

- axion UserFunction\Sdecl¿rationpart
,--- axion AnallstFunction\Sdeclaråtionpart
'schem¿ âdminFunction
i-.. axion fidninFunction\Sdec1årätionpart
rsche¡la 0peration
r--- axiom tlperation\Sdeclarationpart
r- -

schema ÊnalystFunction

,schena Datàl'¡årehouseSgsten

t---

axio¡n DataÌrarehouseSgstern\$declaratÍonpart

rDone -

.=>

l

Figure 4.1: A screen shot displaying partial results of syntax and type checking
example, a zero division is a meaningless expression because the result is outside its domain

[37]. Therefore, domain checking is necessary to ensure that a specification is meaningful.

4.2 Domain Checking
While checking a specification, ZfEVES automatically generates a list of non-trivial domain
checks.

TheZIEYES "print status') command prints out

a

list of the domain checks. Based

on the list, we can write a proof script to check if the domain checks are true. Figure 4.2
shows the

list of non-trivial domain checks generated by ZIEVES from the specifications in

Chapter 3.
To increase confidence in the specification, I write and submit a proof script for several

domain checks to Z/EYES. Figure 4.3 shows the result of domain checks after ZIEVES
execute the proof script.
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Connect' Edit . lTermínalr Help

l--- axion AnalgstFunction\Sdeclar¿tionpart
,schema AdninFunction

--- axiom AdninFunction\Sdeclåràtionpart
--. axion 0peration\$declarationPart
:schema Datal¡ðrehouseSgsten
- - . axion Dàtå('lðrehouseSgstem\$declarationpart
Done =) print status;
schema 0peration

:

Current status:
No

current

goà1

Untried goals: UãIueTgpe, RelSchernaTgpe, TupleTgpe, Retation\$domainDheck,
ReIationFact, prinargHeg\$dorlainCheck, foreignKeg\$dornainCheck,
Set0fAttributesTgpe
, - union\SdomainGheck, HorizontalPartitioning\$domainCheck
-

'\pi$donainGheck t , Uerticåtpartitianingi$àomainCtrect< , -,
countÊIt\$domainCheck, counting\Sdomaincheck, sun\SdonainCheck,
aug\$domaintheck, mininun\$tlomàinGheck, r¡aximu¡n\$domainCheck,
Êggregation\$domaintheck, Internet\$donaincheck, ListfictiueUsers\$donainDheck,

,

\borutieSdo¡nainCheck'

ÌlarnUser\Sdonaintheck, ShortQuerg\SdonainCheck,
I tlentifg I nterestingDåta\$donaintheck , cenerateReport\Sdomaincheck ,
iFiIeSgstemo\SdonainCheck , Filesgste¡¡l \$donainCheb* , pãtn\goonaintheck
,

SaueReport\$donain0heck, SaueReþortFact

,

=>r

Figure 4.2: A list of non-trivial domain checks

ldnnect : Edit . leiminal !çlp
;.foru¡ard chaining using l{nor'rnllember\Sdeclarationpàrt,

:tIinternal itens]'

knor,rnHemúer,

r,rith the assumptions finset\_tlpe, t&cardinarity$dectarationt, ßetationFact,
_-&dornsdeclåration-, fun\_tgpe, nåtTgpe, Relation\$decì-aration,

;tlinternat itensl' to

;true
.Prouing giues
.true

---

---

:turrent status:

:Surrent goal

is

countÊIl\$domàin0heck

Proued goals: UàlueTgpe, RelschemàType, TupleTgpe, ßelation\Sdonaincheck,
:Set0fÊttributesTgpe , union\$donaÍntheck , HorizontalPartitioning\$domainGheck

,uerticåIPãrtitioning\$dona!nGheck, countÊlr\$donain0heck, sum\Sdonaincheck,

,

aug\$donainCheck, ninimurn\SdonainGheck, naxirnun\SdonainCheck,

.Êggregation\$donaintheck, Intprnet\$donainCheck, ListÊctiueUsers\Sdonàintheck,
rl'ràrnUser\$domaintheck

,

ShortQuerg\$donaincheck

,

GeneråteReport\$domaintheck ,

FileSgsteml\SdomainCheck, påth\$domaincheck, Saueßeport\Sdonaintheck,
SaueReportFåct

untried goats: RelationFact,
primaryKeg\Sdonåintheck, foreignHeg\$donaincheck,
'\borutie$donainGheckt, t\piSdomaincrreci-, counting\$oomaincñeck,
Irlentifg I nterestingData\$dorqainCheck, FiIeSystem0l$oornainGheck
.Done -

=>l

Figure 4.3: The result of domain checks
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Requirements Validation

This section provides various theorems and proofs of the theorems. The theorems describe
desirable properties of a web-based data warehouse. The proofs show that the properties
have been captured properly

Theorem

I A relati,on

in the specification.

schema (intensi,on) determines the structure of a relation (erten-

sion) that i,s defi,ned on the relat'ion schema.

Proof: A relation schema defrnes a set of attributes

and their domains. A domain of

an attribute determines the set of permissible values in the attribute. A relation schema
forms the columns of a relation. To prove that a relation schema defines the structure of a

relation, we need to show that:

i. All tuples in the relation

have the same attributes

that are defined on the relation

schema.

ii. All

values of the attributes

in the tuples conform to the data types defined on the

relation schema.

Let rs and

-B be an

R.colurnns

:

arbitrarily chosen relation schema and a relation, where

rs

From the invariant state of Relati,on
Va:

ATTRIBUTE; tup : rows | ø e dom columns o
dom columns A typeof (tup(r)) : columns(a)

domtup:

we can derive that the domain of all tuples
schema

in

.R

is the same as the domain of relation

rs (R.columns).

domtup:

dom R.columns, where tup e R.rows

The domain of R.rows and R.columns is the set of attributes in relation -R. R.rows
contains all tuples in À. Thus, all tuples in

tlre relation sclrema rs (R.columns).

.1?

have the same attributes that are defined in

4. Veuo¡rroru
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From the second conjunci of the invariant state Relation above, we can derive that for
each

attribute

¿ and t:uple tup

in rl, the type of the attribute's value in the tuple úzp(a) is

the same as the type of attribute ¿ defined in rs (R.columns).
typeof

(tup(a)):

R.columns(ø), where tugt e R.rows and a € dom R.columns

This completes the proof.

Theorem 2 A primary

Proof:

key of a relation is a unique identi,fier of the tuples

in the relat'ion.

This theorem can be restated as: two tuples are identical if, and only if, the values

of the primary key in the tuples are the same.
Let pk and .B be an arbitrarily chosen primary key and a relation, where
(pk, R) e primaryKey

From the invariant state of primaryKey

(key,r) e primaryKey +
key Ç dornr.columns
(V

A

tup7,tup2 : r.rorrs .
tupl: tup2 e (V a: key o tupl(a)

we can derive

:

tup2(a)))

that for all tuples in A, the tuples are identical if, and only if, the primary

key of the tuples refers to the same value.

tupl
Thus,

pÆ

: tup2 e (V a : pk o tupt(a) : tup2(a)),
tupl e R.rows and tup2 e R.rows

uniquely identifies all tuples in

where

-R.

Theorern 3 An attribute that references another attri,bute obeys the referent'ial integri,ty
constraint.

Proof:

The referential iniegrity constraints are captured in fore,ignKey.

Suppose

forKey, priKey, .R1, and R2 are arbitrarily chosen foreign key, forKey, in

relation, ,81, that references primary key, priKey, in relation, ,R2. Thus,

(forKey,Al) -+ (priKey,R2)

€ forei.gnKey

To prove this theorem, we need to show that:

4.
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and pri,Key have the same domain.

ii. for each tuple in 1?1, the value of attribute forKey is either null, or there exists a
corresponding tuple in R2 thai has the same value as forKey.

From the invariant state of forei,gnKey

(fk,rI) ,+ (pk,12) e forei,gnKey è
/k e dom rT.columns A
rl. columns(fk) : 12. colurnns (pk) n
({pk},r2) e pri,rnaryKey A
(v tupr

' 'r!îi,ïí ,',t;o.,to1:).;*T'¿r;

we can derive that

forKey

: npr(rk)))

and pri,Key have the same domain.

R\. columns (forK ey)

:

R2. columns (priK ey)

Furthermore, for all tuples in.R1, the value of forKey is either null or there exists a
corresponding tuple in R2.
(V

tupl : Rl.rows o tupl(forKey) : null V
(1tup2: R2.rows o tup2(priKey)

:

tupl(forKey)))

Theorern 4 Parti,ti,on'ing operations obey the three correctness rules for parti,t,ioning,
compl etenes

Proof:

s,

reco

nstruction, and disj

'i.e.

o,intnes s.

To prove the theorem, we need to show that the specification of horizontal and

vertical partitioning has properly followed the correctness rules of partitioning.

Case 1: Horizontal Partitioning

Let org, pre,

and

par be arbitrarily chosen original relation, org) a set of predicates,

pre, and a set of resuìting partitions, par, respectively.
From the invariant state of Hori,zontalParti,ti,oning
V

p:

predicates? o (p,original?) e dom o A o(p,ori,gi,nal?) e partiti,ons!

we can derive that par contains all resulting partitions, given the original iable org and. a
set of predicates pre.

4.
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p : pre

.

(p, org) € dom o A o(p, org) e par

Let ú be an arbitrarily chosen tuple in the original table

org.

t e org.rows
From the third conjunct of predicates in HorizontalPartitioning

.

Y tupL : original?.rows

-rtup2: TUPLE; part : partitionst ¡
tup2 € part.rows A tupl

:

tup2

we can derive that there exists a unique trple tup2 in a partition part where tup2

:

t

(completeness).

)rtup2: TUPLE; part : par c tup2 e part.rows A tup2: t
In other words,

ú exists

only in part and there is no other partition that contains ú as one

of its tuples (disjointness).
Finally, from the last predicate in Hori.zontalPartitioni,ng
o

ri g'in aI? . ro u s

:

un,i o n (p art,iti. o nst )

we can derive that the original relation org caî be reconstructed by taking the union of all

tuples in par.
org.rous

Case

:

uni,on(par)

2: Vertical Partitioning

Let org, att, and par be arbitrarily chosen original relation, org) a sei of attribute

sets,

att, and a set of resulting partitions, por, respectively.
Fbom the invariant state

of

Verti,calPartitioni.ng

o r i g in al? . c o lun¿n s} : l) s ub A ttr i,b ut e s 7
{
)
sa: subAttributes? o (sa,original?) e domn A
r(sa, orig,inal?) e partiti,onsl

{dom
V

we can derive that par contains all resulting partitions, given the oliginal relation and a set

of attribute sets øúú. Furthermore, the union of attributes in all partitions is equal to the
complete set of attributes in the original relation (completeness).

{don org.columns} : l){att}
V sa : att c (sa, org) € dom r A n(sa, org) e par

4.
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Let A1 and R2 be any table partitions in par. From the following invariant state of
Verti, c al P ar

V

titi

o

ni,n

g

rI, r2 : parti,tionsl

o 1 a : Fr ATTRIBUTE o
dom(rl.columns ñ r2.columns) A
(a, rI) e primaryKey A (a, r2) e primaryKey
¿

:

that the intersection between -81 and A2 is the primary key of both relations

we can derive

(disjointness).

- a : IF, ATTRIBUTE o

¿ : dom(ÃT.columns ît R2.colurnns) A
(a, RI) Ç pri,maryKey A (a, R2) € primaryKey

Let priKey be the primary key in the original table org. From the last predicate in
Verti cal P ar
V

ti,ti, o ni,n g

part : partit,ionsl o 1pk : F, ATTRIBUTE
(pk,part) € pri,maryKey A
(pk,partitions!) e dom >< A
original? : x (pk, parti,ti,ons!)

we can derive that

o

priKey can be used to reconstruct the original table org by joining all

partitions par based on the primary key pri,Keg (reconstruction).

or!

:

¡4 (priKey , par)

Thus, both horizontal and vertical partitioning specifications follow the correctness rules
of

partitioning.

n

Theorern 5 An IP address

Proof:

in the Internet.

Let nodel and node2 be arbitrarily chosen nodes in the Internet. Every node

assigned an
V

'is un'ique

is

IP address. Fbom the following invariant state in Internet

n7,n2:

we can derive

(n7.i,p: n2.ip ë nl: n2) A
(n1 *+ n2 e connection ë n2 r+ nI € connect'ion) A
nI ++ n2 € connect,ion*

nodes o

thai the IP

address of nodel equals the

nodel and node2 refer to the same node.
nodeT.ip

:

node2.i,p

ë nodel:

node2

IP

address of node2

if, and only if,

CneprpR
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The invariant state above guarantees the uniqueness of an IP address in the Internet.

Theorem

6

!

Only authorized users can access the datø warehouse system.

Proof: To perfor-m any operation (e.g. produce a report),

a user must be logged onto the

data warehouse system. The specification represents a user being logged onto the system

by setting the user's sess'ion to True. The only operation that changes a user's session to
True is the Authent'icate operation. Other operations will check the user's session value
before fulfilling the user's requests. Thus, we need to show that the Authenticaúe operation
assigns True only to authorized users' sessions.

Let u be an arbitrarily

chosen user

in the data

warehouse system. To log onto the

system, the user z must submit his/her login name and password. The pre-condition of the
Authenti,caúe operation is:
(logi,nNarne?

,+ password?) e account

The operation checks

if

u.loginName and u.password match an existing account in the

system (i.e. z is an authorized user). Thus,
(u.loginNarne? ,-+ u.password?) € account

If this condition is satisfled, then the user's
sessiont

:

session Ø {u.logi,nName?

Theorern 7 A user must

be logged

Proof: In the specification,

sess'ion

z is assign ?rze.

,+ True}

D

on to perforrn operations 'in the data warehouse system.

there are six operations that are available to active users:

change a password, produce a report, add a user, remove a userT add a privilege, and

logout. A user is logged onto the system if, and only if, the user's session ís True. To prove

that the operations above can only be performed by active

users) we need to show

that the

user who is invoking the operations is currently logged on.

Let z be an arbitrarily chosen user who invokes one of the operations above. One of the
pre-conditions for those oper-ations is that the user's session must be Trze. That is,
(usr? ,-+ True) e session
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Thus, io be able to invoke any of the operations above, u.session must be True asweII.

This means z is currently logged onto the system.
(u

Theorem

Proof:

+

True) e

I

An account rnaps a login name to a password uni,quely.

sess,ion

!

Proof by contradiction. Accounts are modelled as a partial function from a login

name to a password.
account : LoginName -+ì Password
Suppose account does not map a login name to a password uniquely. Thus, there exists

a login name ln that maps to different passwords, say

pI

arrd p2.

ln r+ pI € account A ln r+ p2 e account
From the definition of a partial function [35]:

X-r+Y::

{R: X ê y I (Vr : X; y,z : Y. rè

we can derive

ihat if ln -+ p7 € account

A

eR

and ln r+ p2

Arr+ z € Rè

y

:

e account, then p1

z}
and p2 must be

identical. This conclusion contradicts the supposition; hence an account maps a login name

to a password uniquely.
Another operation that changes and may violate the property of accounú as a partial
function is AddUser. Therefore, we need to show that the AddUser operation also guarantees the uniqueness of mapping between login names and passwords.

Let z be a new login name to be added to account. The pre-condition of the Ad,dUser
operation is
new? Ç domaccount

AddUser is successfully performed only

if the pre-condition

above is satisfled. Hence,

there was no existing account ihat has a login name equal to z. In addition, Ad,d,(Jser uses

functional overriding, @, that guarantees that the result of ihe operator is a function

as

well.
accountt

:

account Ø {new? ,+ password?}

This operator guarantees the uniqueness of an account.

n
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Only adm'in'istrators haue the priui,lege to perforrn account management.

Proof by contradiction. To prove this theorem, we need to show that Ad,d,User,

RemoueUser, and AddPriuilege are executed only

if the user that

requests the operations

is an administrator.
Suppose u is a user

that is able to invoke one of the operations above, and z is not an

administrator (i.e. u is an analyst).
(u r+ Analyst) e group
One of the pre-conditions of the operations above is

(admin?

+

Adrninistrator) e group

This pre-condition prevents z from adding or removing a user, and from assigning
an access privilege to a user. The fact that z belongs to the analyst group violates the
pre-condition. Thus, the system does not fulfiIl z's request. This fact contradicts the supposition. Hence, we can conclude that only administrators are allowed to perform account
management.

Theorem LO The d,ata

!

warehouse system guarantees that users can only prod,uce reports

based on the'ir access priui,leges.

Proof:

Let u and q be an arbitrarily chosen user and query, respectively. The user

u

submits the query q to the data warehouse system. The access privileges of each user are
stored as a relation between a login name and a cross product of a relation and an access
type.

priuilege: LoginName <+ (Relation x ACCESSTY?E)

An authorized user is one that submits a quer¡ where the query d.oes not violate the
user's privileges.
V

r

: q?.relations o (usr?

,+ (r,q?.accessType))

Ç priuilege

This invariant state is a necessary and sufficient condition for the data warehouse system

to continue to process the user query. Therefore, to produce a report, the user z must have
all necessary privileges.

4.
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: q.relations o (u r+ (r, q.accessType)) e priuilege

The predicate above guarantees that any reports produced by the data warehouse system
do not violate the access privileges of the

4.4

users.

!

Concluding Remarks

This chapter has presented the error checking procedures used to validate the correctness
of the specifrcation, and provided rigorous proofs for several important properties of the
system. The specifrcation has successfully passed the mandatory syntax and type checking.
However, a few domain checks are left unproven. The difficulty of proving these domain
checks mechanically is due

to the complexity of using ZIEVES as a proof support tool.

The available automatic commands for proving theorems inZIEVF,S "will only succeed in
proving easy theorems, and then only when the way has been prepared." [37]. Thus, one has

to guide ZIEVES to complete the proof process because of the complexity involved. The
ability to provide this guidance requires extensive knowledge about theZIEVES's inference
mechanism.

It

is a much more expensive process to prove a specification formally than to write the

specification [6]. Thus, the appropriate level of proof for different systems varies depending

on the risks of the systems' failures. For life-critical systems,

it

may be appropriate to

employ a formal expensive proof method. For other less-critical systems, an informal proof
method is likely sufficient.

The speciflcation in this thesis was validated using rigorous proof methods because:

o rigorous proofs can be produced within

a reasonable amount of time, and are adequate

to show that the specification has captured the desired properties.

o the use of more expensive methods is likely not suitable for proving web-based data
warehouses, considering the fast pace of the business world.

Chapter

5

Conclusions
This section presents conclusions, a summary of contributions, and suggestions for future
work.

5.1

Conclusions

This thesis provided a formal specification of several important aspects of web-based data
warehouses.

It

discusses the requirements, the specification, and the validation

of

web-

based data warehouses. Chapier 3 presented the requirements and the formal specification

of such systems. The specification focused on the generic fundamental principles in data
warehouses, instead of using a specific case study. Therefore, the specification can be used
as a basis

to build data warehouses.

Chapter 4 presented the validation of the specification. The Z specification in this thesis
has been type checked using

ZIEVES.In addition to this mechanical checking, I provided

rigorous proofs of several important properties of the systems. The desired properties were

stated as theorems, and then, based on the specification
been captured in the models.

5.2

Summary of Contributions

This thesis contributes in the following ways:

82

I

show that the properties have
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1. It formalises the main concepts of data warehouses and provides a basic model of the
functions of web-based data warehouses.

2. It identifies and integrates fundamental principles in database systems into data

ware-

house systems.

3. It provides a case study of modelling web-based data warehouses in

5.3

Z.

Future \Mork

The following aspects are potential for future work of this thesis:

1. Using the framework presented in this thesis to develop domain specific data warehouse applications.

2. Animating the specifications, i.e. exploring the dynamic aspects of the specifications,
to reveal any errors, by translating them into an executable language (e.g., prolog)
and running

it [6].

3. Providing additional proofs of the Z specifications, such as, initial state calculation,
pre-condition calculation, and inconsistency check.
checks using

Z/EVES is available in

A

guide for performing these

[37].

4. Refining the present specifications towards their operational equivalence. The
ifications

in this thesis are abstract. Therefore, they need to be refined

implementation details.

spec-

towards

Appendix A

The Z Notation
This section lists the meaning of the Z notation used in this thesis. The deflnition of the Z
notation in the list is as in la2].

Z

P

aragraphs, Declarations

iX]
S

given set

=T

X :: e
T

:::

horizontal schema definition
abbreviation definition

A I B KE)) free type definition

Expressions, Scherna Expressions
(u,

b)

tuple

b}
XxY

set display

let V:: E o P

localdefinition

A,.9

schema name prefix

E^9

schema name prefix

{u,

S

A

T

crossproduct

sequential composition
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Numbers and Finiteness
N{

natural numbers

Nr

positive integers

Z,

integers

IF

finite

lFl

non-empty finite set

#

number of members of a finite set

div

division

set

Predicates

:

equaliiy

€

membership

conjuction

disjunction
implication
equivalence
V

universal quantifi cation

l
t.
-1

existential quantifi cation
unique quantification

Relations, Functions

ê
r->
dom
ran

relation

maplet (ordered pair)
domain
range
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domain anti-restriction
lange anti-restriction

relational inversion
(D

relational image

O

overriding
reflexive transitive closure

-+)

partial function

-)

total function

Sets

+

inequality

4

non-membership

Ø

empty set

C

subset

C

proper subset

U

set union

n

set intersection

set difference
U

generalized union

Sequences
seq

finite sequence

seQr

non-empty finite sequence

head

first element

last

last element

front

all but the last element

d

isjoint

disjointness
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